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ALBANESE KERNELS AND GRIFFITHS GROUPS

BRUNO KAHN

With an appendix by Yves André

Abstract. We describe the Griffiths group of the product of a
curve C and a surface S as a quotient of the Albanese kernel of
S over the function field of C. When C is a hyperplane section
of S varying in a Lefschetz pencil, we prove the nonvanishing in
Griff(C×S) of a modification of the graph of the embedding C ↪→
S for infinitely many members of the pencil, provided the ground
field k is of characteristic 0, the geometric genus of S is > 0, and
k is large or S is “of motivated abelian type”.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Cycles of higher codimension. In the late sixties, the naïve
expectation that Chow groups of algebraic cycles of codimension > 1
on smooth projective varieties should have the same structure as the
Picard group was destroyed by two types of counterexamples:

Mumford: nonvanishing of the Albanese kernel T (S) for most
surfaces S [71, 16].

Griffiths: non agreement of algebraic and homological equiva-
lence for 1-cycles on some 3-folds [42].

Mumford’s theorem is the easier to prove and the more clear-cut:
T (S) is large when the base field k is large for any surface S such that
b2 > ρ (where b2 and ρ are respectively the second Betti number and
the Picard number), and there is a conjectural converse (Bloch’s con-
jecture). We recall a simple proof of Mumford’s theorem in §3.2. By
contrast, the nonvanishing of the Griffiths group Griff(T ) of a smooth
projective 3-fold T has always been hard to obtain and is limited to
scattered cases, with no general picture in sight, even conjectural; per-
haps a reason is that a true understanding of Griff(T ) hinges on mixed
motives, rather than pure motives as in the case of T (S) (compare Re-
mark 7.11). To the best of my knowledge, Griff(T ) is known not to
vanish in the following cases, over k = C:

• Griffiths’ original example [42]: the intersection in P5 of a hy-
persurface of degree ≥ 5 with a generic hyperplane section.
• Ceresa’s example [23]: the Jacobian of a general curve of genus

3. Here an explicit nonzero element of the Griffiths group is
given by the Ceresa cycle.
• Schoen’s examples [81]: Shimura 3-folds parametrising abelian
surfaces with complex multiplication from an indefinite quater-
nion algebra over Q.
• Albano’s examples [2]: certain elliptic fibrations over P2.

These examples were then extended in three ways. First, Clemens
[24] proved that in the example of Griffiths, Griff(T ) is not finitely
generated (even ⊗Q), and Nori [75] proved the same for the example
of Ceresa; see also Bardelli [11] and Voisin [95], who extended it to
general Calabi-Yau 3-folds in [96] following earlier work of Paranjape
[78]. Schoen and Albano directly prove infinite generation. We shall
not touch this issue here, except in Remark 11.7.

Two other issues were to prove the nonvanishing of Griff(T ) over
other fields than C, and to give explicit rather than generic examples.
Grothendieck-Katz [61] extended Griffiths’ example to a (large) base
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field k of arbitrary characteristic, while B. Harris [44, 45] used a dif-
ferent method to prove Ceresa’s theorem, which allowed him to show
that it holds (over C) for the degree 4 Fermat curve C. Inspired by
this method, Bloch [17] used arithmetic techniques to show that, over
Q, the Ceresa cycle of C has infinite order in the Griffiths group of its
Jacobian. For further work in this direction, see Top [91], Zelinsky [98],
Tadokoro [86, 87, 88] and Otsubo [77]. Schoen proves that the Griffiths
group of his examples is infinite-dimensional over k = Q̄. (I apologize
for possibly missing important works in this attempt to a survey.)

In this paper, we do two things: 1) relate the Albanese kernel of a
surface S over the function field of a curve C with Griff(C × S); 2) at
the prompting of Spencer Bloch, prove the nonvanishing of Griff(C×S)
in many cases, when C is a smooth hyperplane section of S. For 1),
we use the formalism of pure motives as in [82] (see Appendix 1 for
a direct approach), while 2) uses known results on the variations of
various tannakian groups in families.

1.2. Main results. Let C (resp. S) be a smooth, projective, geomet-
rically connected curve (resp. surface) over a field k. For any extension
E/k, write T (SE) ⊂ CH0(SE) for the Albanese kernel of S over E. We
work in the category Ab⊗Q of abelian groups up to isogeny, i.e. the
localisation of the category Ab of abelian groups by the Serre subcat-
egory of abelian groups of finite exponent; see [53, Rem. 4.13], [51, §2]
and [10, App. B].

Theorem 1. There is a natural surjection in Ab⊗Q

(1.1) T (Sk(C))/T (S) −→→ Griff(C × S)

where, for any 3-fold X, Griff(X) denotes the group of numerically
trivial cycles of codimension 2 on X, modulo algebraic equivalence.

(See Remark 8.4 b) for a conjectural description of the kernel of (1.1)
as the rational points of a certain abelian variety.)

Note that this numerical Griffiths group coincides in Ab⊗Q with
the usual one for 3-folds in characteristic 0, thanks to Lieberman’s
results [67, Cor. 1]; in positive characteristic and for l-adic cohomology,
Lieberman’s arguments go through when the Tate conjecture is known.

We give two proofs of Theorem 1. The first one is motivic and based
on an extension of the computations of [56] to 3-folds. Namely, it is a
consequence of the formulas in Ab⊗Q:

T (Sk(C))/T (S) 'M(h1(C), t2(S))(3.7)
Griff(C × S) 'Malg(h1(C), t2(S))(8.1)
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whereM (resp. Malg) denotes the category of Chow motives (resp. of
motives modulo algebraic equivalence), and t2(S) is the transcendental
part of the motive of S which was studied in [56].

The second proof is essentially by hand and does not assume dimS =
2, see Appendix A. This proof gives more careful control on the integers
which are implicit in Theorem 1. As a byproduct of this second proof,
we get:

Corollary 1. Suppose that k is a finite field and that Sk̄ is of abelian
type: its Chow motive is a direct summand of the motive of an abelian
variety. Then the group T (Sk(C)) is finite.

For a surface, to be of abelian type is a birational invariant. Ex-
amples include abelian surfaces, products of two curves and Fermat
surfaces (Katsura-Shioda).

For a general k, we also have:

Corollary 2. Let Ω be a universal domain over k. If T (SΩ) = 0, then
the abelian group Griff(C × S) has finite exponent for any C. (If k is
a universal domain over its prime subfield, the condition T (S) = 0 is
sufficient.)

In Corollary A.11, we show that one can choose the finite exponent
independent of k, and dependent only on the index of C (i.e., the gcd
of the degrees of its closed points).

If k is algebraically closed, Corollary 2 is a special case of [18, Th. 1
(ii)]. Thus, Corollary 2 is not really new. The converse question: when
is Griff(C × S) non torsion? is more interesting. We tackle it in the
following special case:

Suppose C is a smooth hyperplane section of S, and let ψ : C ↪→ S
be the corresponding closed immersion. Modifying the graph of ψ
appropriately, we get a class

(8.6) ψ# ∈ T (Sk(C))/T (S)⊗Q

hence also a class in Griff(C × S)⊗Q, in view of (1.1).

Theorem 2. Suppose char k = 0 and pg > 0. Let f : S̃ → P1 be a
Lefschetz pencil of hyperplane sections of S, and let U ⊂ P1 be the open
subset over which f is smooth. For u ∈ U , write ψu : Cu = f−1(u) ↪→ S
for the closed immersion of the corresponding fibre, and write Cnd(u)
for the condition

(ψu)# 6= 0 in Griff(Cu ×k(u) Sk(u))⊗Q.

Then:
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(i) (Corollary 11.6) Cnd(η) holds, where η is the generic point of
U .

(ii) (Theorem 12.5) If k = C, the set of u ∈ U(k) such that Cnd(u)
holds is uncountable.

For each u for which we can prove that Cnd(u) holds, a by-product of
the proof yields that the motivic intermediate Jacobian of C×S defined
in Lemma 5.1 has no exceptional summand (see Definition 8.7 and The-
orem 11.3 d)), and that the l-adic representation H2

c,l((Sk(u) −Cu)k(u))
is “genuinely mixed”, see Proposition 9.4: this may be of independent
interest. It is likely that a similar argument yields that the Hodge
structure H2

c,B((Sk(u) − Cu)C) is also “genuinely mixed” when k is a
subfield of C: we leave to the reader the pleasure to fill in details.

If one believes in Bloch’s conjecture, Corollary 2 implies that the hy-
pothesis pg > 0 is necessary in Theorem 2. Under a stronger hypothesis
on S, we get a stronger result (see Theorem 12.21 for a sharper state-
ment):

Theorem 3. Suppose that Sk̄ is of motivated abelian type (Definition
12.7). If k is finitely generated over Q (resp. in general), the set of
u ∈ U(k) such that Cnd(u) fails is finite (resp. countable).

Examples include: (a) the examples after Corollary 1, (b) K3 sur-
faces, (c) surfaces of general type verifying pg = K2 = 1. See Examples
12.8 for more details.

Theorems 2 and 3 prompt:

Question. Are there examples where Cnd(u) fails?

In [51, p. 1049], it was imprudently asserted without proof that ψ# =
0 inM(h1(C), t2(S)); I thank Rémi Lodh for drawing my attention to
this issue. It follows from Theorems 2 and 3 that the values of A and
B in Row i = 2 of the bottom table of [51, p. 1047] are not justified;
the other results of [51] are not affected. It would be very interesting
to understand the correct values of A and B: by Poincaré duality, this
is related to Suslin homology of the open complement. I hope to come
back to this question later.

1.3. Comments on the proofs. In Theorem 2, if we were only inter-
ested in the nonvanishing of ψ# in T (Sk(C)), we could content ourselves
to quote the paper of Green, Griffiths and Paranjape [41, Th. 2]. The
added difficulty for working in Griff(C×S) is that the Abel-Jacobi map
used in [41] does not factor through algebraic equivalence in general.
This happens, however, when the first step of the coniveau filtration
vanishes on the relevant cohomology group (Proposition 9.1), and this
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is the extra condition that we have to achieve: it is done in Section 10,
which uses André’s results on the variation of the Mumford-Tate group
in families [4]; the main point is Corollary 10.8.

Similarly, Green-Griffiths-Paranjape obtain Theorem 3 when replac-
ing Griff(C × S) with T (Sk(C)) and “finite” with “thin” in the sense
of Serre [83, §9], while they don’t need the abelian type hypothesis.
For this, they use a specialisation argument due to Serre and Tera-
soma, which relies on Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem. It turns out
that this argument is not sufficient to handle the coniveau issue. For
this, a decisive input is André’s theory of motivated cycles [6], notably
his refinements of Deligne’s theorems from [31] and his result on the
variation of the motivic Galois group in families [6, Th. 5.2]. Recent
results of Cadoret-Tamagawa on the variation of l-adic representations
in families [21, 22] then allow us to refine “thin” to “finite”.

Suppose k finitely generated over Q. It follows from André’s Th.
5.2 3) in [6] that the rank of the (geometric) Néron-Severi group of a
smooth projective family over k is equal to the generic rank outside a
thin subset of the base. (This result goes back to Terasoma in a special
case [89].) Using her results with Tamagawa, Cadoret refined this, as
above, by replacing “thin” with “finite’ [19, Cor. 5.4]. One can consider
part of the present work as a higher analogue of these results, relying
on cohomological degree 3 rather than 2.

Finally, while the arguments of Green-Griffiths-Paranjape also work
in characteristic p > 0 as long as k is not algebraic over Fp

1, the proofs
of Theorems 2 and 3 are firmly rooted in characteristic 0, because
Hodge theory is used in an essential way in 3 different places: Theorem
10.1 (the theorem of the fixed part of Steenbrink-Zucker), Lemma 10.6
(Hodge coniveau 0 is stable under tensor product) and Lemma 11.2 (the
Lefschetz (1,1) theorem). Characteristic 0 is also used in the results of
Cadoret-Tamagawa (see however recent work of Emiliano Ambrosi [3]).
So the issue of extending the present results to positive characteristic is
interesting and open; among the uses of Hodge theory just mentioned,
the least obvious to transpose to l-adic cohomology is Lemma 10.6,
which is false in positive characteristic because of the supersingular
elliptic curves.

In comparison, few of the examples mentioned in §1.1 work in pos-
itive characteristic. For Griffiths’ original example, one needs primi-
tive cohomology of the given complete intersection not to be fully of
coniveau > 0. In characteristic 0, this follows easily from Hodge theory

1Up to checking the correct version of Hilbert’s irreducibility theorem in positive
characteristic, see [38, Ch. 12 and 13].
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as in [26, Cor. 2.8]; but in order to obtain it in characteristic > 0 for
[61], Katz had to prove a weaker, generic result in [62, Th. 4.1], whose
proof uses zeta functions of varieties over finite fields. Bloch’s proof
for [17], in turn, uses specialisations to finite fields, hence transposes
naturally from number fields to global fields of positive characteristic
as in Zelinsky [98]. It is worth asking whether either of these methods
is relevant here.

1.4. Contents of this paper. The first 8 sections are computations
in the categories of pure motives over k [82]. In §2, we recall basic
computations of Hom groups in these categories. §3 recalls some results
from [56], including a simple proof of the theorem of Mumford and
Bloch that T (S) is “huge” for a surface S with b2 > ρ over a large
algebraically closed field.

§§4 and 5 establish a refined Chow-Künneth decomposition, first in-
troduced in [56, Th. 7.7.3], for 3-folds T admitting a Chow-Künneth
decomposition; while its construction for surfaces in [56] was geomet-
ric, the present one is purely category-theoretic (of course, this method
also works for surfaces). (See also related papers of Vial [92, 93].) In
particular, we have a decomposition

(5.4) h3(T ) ' t3(T )⊕ h1(J2)(1)

where J2 = J2(T ) is a certain abelian variety and t3(T ) is “the” tran-
scendental part of h3(T ). By construction, this decomposition is unique
up to unique isomorphism modulo numerical equivalence; in particular,
J2 is well-defined up to isogeny. Let us stress however that, contrary to
the case of surfaces, it is by no means clear that (5.4) is unique modulo
rational equivalence, even up to isomorphism (this would follow from
the conjectures of Bloch-Beilinson and Murre [47], see also Lemma 7.5).

In §6, we study J2. We show that it satisfies two dual universal prop-
erties (Lemma 6.3) and is isogenous to Murre’s algebraic representative
of [72] (Proposition 6.4) when k is perfect; see also Corollary 12.22.

In §7, under the assumption that T verifies a “Chow-Lefschetz iso-
morphism” in degree 2, we establish the basic formula

(7.4) Griff(T ) 'Malg(L, t3(T ))

for any decomposition (5.4): this completes the proof of [57, Th. 4.3.3]
in a slightly broader setting. By Theorem B.1, the Chow-Lefschetz
hypothesis holds in particular for the product of a curve and a sur-
face. We further conjecture in Conjecture 7.8 that M(L, t3(T ))

∼−→
Malg(L, t3(T )), and prove in Proposition 7.9 that this is a consequence
of the Bloch-Beilinson–Murre conjectures (see Remark 7.11 for further
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comments on Conjecture 7.8). We deduce Formula (8.1) (see §1.2) from
(7.4) in §8 (the special case T = C × S).

Sections 9 to 12 are devoted to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3.
In Proposition 9.1, we show that the (l-adic) Abel-Jacobi map fac-
tors through algebraic equivalence if one factors out the coniveau ≥ 1
part N1 of cohomology (Proposition 9.1). §10.1 contains some re-
sults on variations of (pure) Hodge structures; the most important,
Corollary 10.8, says that the generic vanishing of N1 specialises out-
side a countable subset under suitable hypotheses. Corollary 11.6 is
the generic part of Theorem 2; we also find an intriguing surjection
(11.5) in §11. Section 12 is devoted to specialising this result: The-
orem 2 (ii) is proven in §12.1 (Theorem 12.5), §12.2 reviews André’s
motives and introduces the condition “of motivated abelian type” (Def-
inition 12.7), §12.3 proves a technical result on the coniveau filtration
(Theorem 12.12), §12.4 studies l-adic representations and draws some
consequences of results of Cadoret-Tamagawa (Theorem 12.14), §12.5
proves two technical lemmas, and finally Theorem 3 is proven in §12.6
under a more precise form (Theorem 12.21).

There are 3 appendices. The first one gives a cycle-theoretic proof of
Theorem 1, relying on the study of the Albanese map on 0-cycles initi-
ated by Ramachandran [79] and developed in [57]. We prove Corollary
1 there. The second one shows that a 3-fold of the form C × S verifies
the “Chow-Lefschetz isomorphism in degree 2” alluded to above. The
last one, by Yves André, gives a proof of Theorem 10.1, using (for the
first time) the concept of observability in the tannakian setting.

1.5. Acknowledgements. I thank Claire Voisin for mentioning the
article [41] of Green-Griffiths-Paranjape in the early stages of this work.
Inspiration from [41] will be obvious in §11; I also drew inspiration from
Katz’s exposé on Griffiths’ theorem in SGA 7 [61]. I thank Spencer
Bloch for ignoring Corollary 2, but asking the right question which
led to Theorems 2 and 3. Thanks also to Wayne Raskind for asking
a question which led to Corollary 1. I thank Yves André and Anna
Cadoret as well for their generous help, including numerous exchanges
without which completing the proofs of these theorems would have been
hazardous (in a French or an English sense). I am especially grateful to
Yves André for pointing out a gap in a (perhaps too optimistic) version
of Theorem 10.1, and for accepting to add an appendix to fill this gap.
Finally, I thank the referee for several helpful comments, especially for
pointing out a reference I had missed in [48].
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1.6. Notation. We fix the base field k and denote by Smproj(k) =
Smproj the category of smooth projective k-varieties, with morphisms
the morphisms of k-schemes. Unless otherwise specified, variety means
smooth projective variety; similarly for curve, surface, 3-fold. . .

For any adequate equivalence relation ∼ on algebraic cycles [80], we
write M∼(k) = M∼ for the category of effective pure motives mod-
ulo ∼ with Q coefficients: this is the largest full subcategory of the
category of [82], denoted here byM∼[L−1], which contains all motives
of smooth projective varieties and is stable under direct sums and di-
rect summands. We will work only occasionally inM∼[L−1] to apply
Poincaré duality.

We simply writeM if ∼ is rational equivalence, and writeMH if ∼
is homological equivalence relative to a Weil cohomology H. If X is
a smooth projective variety, we write h(X) for its motive inM∼, and
only write h∼(X) if there is a risk of confusion. We use the covariant
convention, as in [56] and unlike [82]: the functor h : Smproj →M∼ is
covariant. If L is the Lefschetz motive and M ∈ M∼, we abbreviate
M ⊗ L⊗n to M(n) (not M(−n) as in [82]).

As in [51, §2], we use refined Hom groups with values in the category
Ab⊗Q of abelian groups up to isogeny; by abuse, we keep the notation
M∼(−,−) for these refined Hom groups, and similarly forDMeff

gm(−,−)
in Subsection 7.4.

For X ∈ Smproj and i ≥ 0, we write Ai∼(X) (resp. A∼i (X)) for
the group of cycles of codimension (resp. dimension) i on X, modulo
∼, viewed as an object of Ab⊗Q (see above). We shall use without
further mention the formulas (opposite to [82, 2.1]):

(1.2) Ai∼(X) =M∼(h(X),Li), A∼i (X) =M∼(Li, h(X)).

In particular, these groups are 0 for i /∈ [0, dimX]. As in [82, loc.
cit.], we use these formulas to extend the functors Ai∼, A∼i to all M ∈
M∼.

A Weil cohomology is classical if it belongs to the following list:
l-adic cohomology in any characteristic 6= l, Betti or de Rham coho-
mology in characteristic 0 and crystalline cohomology in characteristic
> 0 [8, Def. 4]. All these cohomology theories verify

(1.3) dimH1(X) = 2 dimPX

where PX is the Picard variety of X ∈ Smproj (cf. [65, Cor. 2A10]).
More generally, the Betti numbers of X relative to H do not depend
on the choice of H: this follows from the comparison theorems in char-
acteristic 0 and from [29, 63] in characteristic > 0.
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We shall use repeatedly the Chow-Künneth decomposition of Murre
[47, Conj. 5.1 (A)] and the refined Chow-Künneth decomposition of [56,
(7.12)] (abbreviated respectively CK and refined CK decomposition).
When they exist, the first one lifts the Künneth decomposition of the
motive of a smooth projective variety from homological to rational
equivalence, and the second one does the same with respect to a finer
decomposition incorporating coniveau.

We use the notation ≈ to denote isogenies between abelian varieties.
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Part 1. Proof of Theorem 1

2. Some motivic algebra

LetX ∈ Smproj. By Murre [73, 82], we have a partial Chow-Künneth
decomposition

h(X) = h0(X)⊕ h1(X)⊕ h>1(X)

where h0(X) is an Artin motive and h1(X) is a direct summand of
h1(C) for some smooth projective curve C (which can be chosen as an
iterated hyperplane section of X). This decomposition yields a partial
Künneth decomposition for any Weil cohomology H verifying (1.3) (for
example, H classical), because it lifts by construction Kleiman’s partial
Künneth decomposition in [65], which uses (1.3). We also write h>0(X)
for h1(X)⊕ h>1(X).

Lemma 2.1. Let ∼ be an adequate equivalence relation. We have (in
Ab⊗Q)

M∼(h>0(Y ), h0(X)) = 0(2.1)
M∼(1,1) = Z for any ∼(2.2)

M∼(1, h1(X)) = AlbX(k) if ∼= rat(2.3)
M∼(1, h>0(X)) = 0 if ∼≤ alg(2.4)

M∼(h1(Y ), h1(X)) = Homk(AlbY ,AlbX) for any ∼(2.5)
M∼(h(Y ), h1(X)) = Mork(Y,AlbX) if ∼= rat(2.6)
M∼(h>1(Y ), h1(X)) = 0.(2.7)

where Y ∈ Smproj.

Proof. (2.1) is easy and left to the reader. (2.2) is trivial. (2.3) and
(2.5) are [82, Th. 4.4 (iii)] and [82, Prop. 4.5] respectively. (2.4) holds
because 0-cycles of degree 0 are algebraically equivalent to 0.

The morphism (A.4) of Appendix A provides a map (2.6), hence for
this item and (2.7), we may assume dimX = 1, X, Y connected and
(by a transfer argument) even geometrically connected. Then

M(h(Y ), h(X)) = CH1(Y ×X).

In the decomposition
M(h(Y ), h(X)) =M(h(Y ), h0(X))⊕M(h(Y ), h1(X))⊕M(h(Y ), h2(X))

the first (resp. third) summand is CH0(Y ) (resp. CH1(Y )), in view of
(1.2) and the isomorphisms h0(X) = 1, h2(X) ' L. Comparing with
Weil’s formula [82, Th. 3.9 (i)]

CH1(Y ×X) ' CH1(Y )⊕ CH1(X)⊕ Hom(AlbY , J(X))
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and checking that the idempotents match concludes the proof. 2

Proposition 2.2 (compare [82, 1.11], [56, Cor. 7.8.10] and [76, Th.
5.2.6]). Let i ∈ {0, 1}. Write w≤iM for the thick subcategory of M
generated by the hj(X)′s for j ≤ i, where X runs through smooth
projective irreducible varieties. Then:

(1) The inclusion functor w≤iM ↪→M has a left adjoint, denoted
by w≤i. We have w≤0h(X) = h0(X) and w≤1h(X) = h0(X) ⊕
h1(X) for X ∈ Smproj.

(2) For M ∈ M, the unit morphism M → w≤iM is split epi,
whence a split exact sequence

0→ w>iM →M → w≤iM → 0

natural in M , where w>iM := Ker(M → w≤iM). We have
w>ih(X) = h>i(X) for X ∈ Smproj.

(3) For X ∈ Smproj, the objects hi(X) and h>i(X) (i = 0, 1) are
independent of the choices of CK decompositions, and are func-
torial for the action of correspondences.

Proof. In (1), it suffices to check that the left adjoint is defined on
motives of the form h(X), which follows from (2.1) and (2.7). Same
reduction for (2); (3) is an obvious consequence of (1) and (2). 2

3. The motive of a surface (review)

3.1. The transcendental part. Let S be a surface over k. In [56],
we refined Murre’s Chow-Künneth decomposition of h(S) ∈M

h(S) =
4⊕
i=0

hi(S)

by splitting the motive h2(S) into

(3.1) h2(S) = t2(S)⊕ NSS(1)

where NSS is the Artin motive associated to the Néron-Severi group of
Sks . This decomposition was anticipated in [41, end of Section 2].

The motive t2(S) is called the transcendental part of h(S). It controls
the Albanese kernel in the sense that

(3.2) T (S) 'M(1, t2(S)).

Moreover, t2(S) is a “birational motive” in the following sense:

M(M(1), t2(S)) = 0 for any M ∈M,(3.3)

M(h(Y ), t2(S)) ' T (Sk(Y )) for any (connected) Y ∈ Smproj(3.4)
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[56, Cor. 7.8.5]. By Poincaré duality, we also have from (3.3):

M(t2(S),L) = 0.(3.5)

See proposition 7.6 for a higher-dimensional version of these facts.

Lemma 3.1. With notation as in Section 2, the projections h>1(S)→
h2(S) and h2(S) → t2(S) do not depend on the choice of the refined
CK decomposition of S.

Proof. For the first, it suffices to see that

M(h4(S)⊕ h3(S), h2(S)) = 0,

which follows from (2.1) and (2.7) by Poincaré duality. For the second,
it similarly suffices to observe thatM(NSS(1), t2(S)) = 0, which follows
from (3.3). 2

For simplicity, assume Y geometrically connected. If it has a CK
decomposition, we get from (3.4) a decomposition

(3.6) T (Sk(Y ))/T (S) '
2 dimY⊕
i=1

M(hi(Y ), t2(S))

which shows how the growth of T (S) under extensions of k is controlled
by Chow-Künneth summands. A first application is if Y is a curve C:
we get thanks to (3.3):

(3.7) T (Sk(C))/T (S) 'M(h1(C), t2(S)).

Here is another application:

3.2. Mumford’s theorem. In (3.4), take Y = Sn for some n > 0.
Then the CK decomposition of S induces a CK decomposition of Sn.
In particular, h2(S)⊕n is a direct summand of h(Sn), and so is t2(S)⊕n.
In view of (3.6), this shows that

EndM(t2(S))n is a direct summand of T (Sk(Sn))/T (S)

and (3.6) also gives the equivalences

t2(S) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ EndM(t2(S)) 6= 0 ⇐⇒ T (Sk(S))/T (S) 6= 0

⇐⇒ dimQ T (SΩ) ≥ 1

2
trdeg(Ω/k)

if Ω is an algebraically closed field containing k, of transcendence degree
≥ 2 (possibly infinite). (By [41], one can replace “transcendence degree
≥ 2” by “transcendence degree ≥ 1” by using (3.7), and this is precisely
what we shall refine in Part 2 in terms of the Griffiths group.)
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Suppose k algebraically closed. If H is a classical Weil cohomology
with coefficients in the field F , recall the orthogonal decomposition

H2(S) = NS(S)⊗ F ⊕H2
tr(S)

for the Poincaré pairing. Since the homological realisation of t2(S) is
H2

tr(S) [56, Prop. 7.2.3], a sufficient condition for t2(S) 6= 0 is that
b2 > ρ. This gives a simple motivic proof of Mumford’s theorem on the
“hugeness” of T (SC) if pg > 0, in Bloch’s style [16, App. to Lect. 1].

4. Grading by coniveau

The following definition and lemmas use the semi-simplicity ofMnum

(Jannsen [46]).

Definition 4.1. Let S ∈ Mnum be a simple motive. We say that S is
primitive if S(−1) is not effective. We say thatM ∈Mnum is primitive
if every simple summand of M is primitive.

Lemma 4.2. For any simple S ∈Mnum, there is a unique n ≥ 0 such
that S(−n) is primitive. We call n the coniveau of S and write it ν(S).

Proof. Write S as a direct summand of h(X) for some X ∈ Smproj.
Suppose that S(−n) is effective; then S is also a direct summand of
h(Xn)(n) for some Xn ∈ Smproj. Therefore

0 6=Mnum(h(Xn)(n), h(X)) = AdimX−n
num (Xn ×X)

showing that ν(S) ≤ dimX. 2

This yields:

Proposition 4.3. For anyM ∈Mnum, there is a unique decomposition

(4.1) M =
⊕
j≥0

Mj(j)

with Mj primitive. This is the coniveau decomposition of M .

Proof. WriteM as a direct sum of its isotypical components and group
by coniveau. 2

LetH be a classical Weil cohomology (see §1.6). An objectM ∈MH

has weight i if Hj(M) = 0 for j 6= i. In particular, i < 0 ⇒ M = 0. A
weight decomposition of M is a (necessarily unique) decomposition

M =
⊕
i≥0

Mi

with Mi of weight i. if M = h(X) for some variety X, we recover the
Künneth decomposition.
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Let M∗
H denote the full subcategory of MH consisting of motives

having a weight decomposition. Then for any M ∈M∗
H , the ideal

Ker (EndMH
(M)→ EndMnum(M))

is nilpotent [8, Prop. 5]. Hence the decomposition (4.1) for Mnum

lifts from numerical to homological equivalence, uniquely up to iso-
morphism.

Lemma 4.4. Let M ∈ M∗
H be of weight i. Then, in a lift of (4.1)

fromMnum toMH , the motive Mj is
• 0 if i− 2j < 0;
• an Artin motive if i− 2j = 0;
• of the form h1(A) for some abelian variety A if i− 2j = 1.

Proof. InM∗
H , Mj is of weight i− 2j, hence of the said form. Indeed,

this is trivial for i − 2j ≤ 0. For i − 2j = 1, writing Mj as a direct
summand of h(Y ) for some (not necessarily connected) Y ∈ Smproj,
we find that Mj is a direct summand of h1(Y ), and conclude by (2.5)
and Poincaré complete reducibiity. 2

5. The motive of certain 3-folds

Until Section 8, we let T be a geometrically connected 3-fold admit-
ting a CK decomposition

(5.1) h(T ) =
6⊕
i=0

hi(T ) ∈M.

Examples include T = C × S, smooth complete intersections in PN

and abelian varieties [57, §3.4].
We now “refine” (5.1) in the style of [56, Th. 7.7.3 (iii)]:
Applying (4.1) to hi(T ) inMnum, we may write it

(5.2) hi(T ) =
⊕
j≥0

hi,j(T )(j).

Lemma 5.1. The decomposition (5.2) lifts from numerical to rational
equivalence. The motive h2,1(T ) is an Artin motive and h3,1(T ) is of
the form h1(J2) for some (isogeny class of) abelian variety J2 = J2(T ).

Proof. By Poincaré duality, we have h6−i(T ) ' hi(T )∗(3) for i ≤ 3,
hence we may assume i ≤ 3. Then the only nontrivial decompositions
are for i = 2, 3:

h2(T ) = t2(T )⊕ h2,1(T )(1)(5.3)
h3(T ) = t3(T )⊕ h3,1(T )(1)(5.4)
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where we write ti(T ) := hi,0(T ) for simplicity; the claims on h2,1(T )
and h3,1(T ) follow from Lemma 4.4.

Let p ∈ Mnum(hi(T ), hi,1(T )(1)), q ∈ Mnum(hi,1(T )(1), hi(T )) be
the two morphisms corresponding to these decompositions. We have
pq = 1. Lift p and q to morphisms p̃ and q̃ inM. Since

EndM(hi,j(T ))
∼−→ EndMnum(hi,j(T ))

by Lemma 4.4 and (2.2), (2.5), we still have p̃q̃ = 1. Then q̃p̃ ∈
EndM(hi(T )) is idempotent, hence the promised decomposition. 2

6. The summands of h∗(T )

One should compare some computations in this section and the next
one with those of Gorchinskiy-Guletskǐı [39, §§4, 5], although we don’t
use cohomology here except in the proof of Proposition 6.4.

6.1. The Artin summands. The Artin motives h2n,n(T ) are easy to
compute:

Lemma 6.1. For n ∈ [0, 3], h2n,n(T ) is the Artin motive associated to
the Galois module Anum

n (Tks), where ks is a separable clusure of k.

Proof. For any adequate equivalence relation, write

(6.1) A∼n (T ) =M∼(Ln, h(T )) =
⊕
i,j

M∼(Ln, hi,j(T )(j))

For ∼= num, all terms with i 6= 2n are 0 for weight reasons. This
leaves

Anum
n (T ) =Mnum(Ln, h2n(T ))

=Mnum(Ln, h2n,n(T )(n)) =Mnum(1, h2n,n(T ))

by definition of h2n,n(T ) and Schur’s lemma. This computation over
all finite separable extensions of k yields the lemma. 2

6.2. The abelian summand. Here we study the abelian variety J2

introduced in Lemma 5.1. We first note:

Lemma 6.2. J2 contains PT ≈ AlbT as a direct summand (up to
isogeny).

Proof. Let L ∈ CH1(T ) be the class of a smooth hyperplane section.
By Murre and Scholl [73, 82], intersection product with L3−i induces
isomorphisms

(6.2) h6−i(T )
∼−→ hi(T )(3− i)
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for i = 0, 1. For i = 1, (6.2) factors through h3(T )(1), which implies
that h1(T ) is a direct summand of h3,1(T ) inMnum. 2

We now give two universal properties of J2 in terms of numerical
equivalence. For this, note that multiplication by integers n on any
abelian variety A acts on hi(A) by the homothety of scale ni [33].
Thus the inclusion h1(J2)(1) ↪→ h3(T ) (resp. the projection h3(T ) →→
h1(J2)(1)) obtained from (5.4) defines a canonical element

P 2 ∈ A2
num(J2 × T )

[1]
Q (resp. P2 ∈ Anum

2 (T × J2)
[1]
Q )

(Poincaré classes), where the superscript [1] means the eigensubspace
where multiplication by m on J2 acts by the homothety of scale m.

Lemma 6.3. a) The classes P 2 and P2 verify

〈P 2, P2〉 = 1

for the intersection pairing.
b) For any abelian variety A and any α ∈ A2

num(A × T )
[1]
Q , there is a

unique (isogeny class of) morphism u : A→ J2 such that u∗P 2 = α.
c) For any abelian variety A and any α ∈ Anum

2 (T × A)
[1]
Q , there is a

unique (isogeny class of) morphism u : J2 → A such that u∗P2 = α.

Proof. a) follows from the fact that the composition

h1(J2)(1)
P 2

−→ h3(T )
P2−→ h1(J2)(1)

is the identity. Let us prove b) (the proof of c) is dual). Such an α
corresponds to a morphism h1(A)(1) → h(T ) in Mnum, which factors
uniquely through P 2 by uniqueness of the refined Künneth decompo-
sition. 2

Next, we want to compare J2 with Murre’s algebraic representative
Ab2 [72]; by [1, Th. 4.4 and Rk. 4.5], it is defined over k provided k
is perfect. Since the sequel will only be used in Remark 7.11, we only
sketch some arguments.

From the split epimorphism h(T ) →→ h1(J2)(1) of Lemma 5.1, we
get a split epimorphism in Ab⊗Q

M(h(X)(1), h(T ))→M(h(X)(1), h1(J2)(1))

for any X ∈ Smproj. Using (2.6) and translating to Ab, this amounts
(after choosing an abelian variety J̃2 in the isogeny class J2) to an
honest homomorphism ϕ(X) : CH2(X × T )→ J̃2(X), natural for the
action of correspondences, and a natural homomorphism σ(X) in the
opposite direction such that ϕ(X)σ(X) = m for an integer m > 0
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independent of X. In particular, when k is algebraically closed we get
an epimorphism (for X = Spec k):

ϕ(k) : CH2(T )→ J̃2(k).

The naturality of ϕ then shows that, for any Y ∈ CH2(X × T ), the
composition

X(k)
θ−→ CH0(X)

Y∗−→ CH2(T )
ϕ(k)−−→ J̃2(k)

(where θ(x) = [x]) is induced by ϕ(X)(Y ). Hence ϕ is regular, and
so is its restriction to CH2(T )alg. Since M(L, h1(J2)(1)) consists of
algebraically trivial cycles (2.4), σ(Spec k) lands into CH2(T )alg, so
that ϕ|CH2(T )alg is still surjective. Coming back to the general case, this
and the universal property of Ab2 yield an epimorphism

v : Ab2
k̄ −→→ J̃2

k̄

where k̄ is an algebraic closure of k, that we assume perfect.
Proposition 6.4. The morphism v is an isogeny defined over k.
Sketch. 2 Let A = Ab2. By [72, Cor. 1.6.3] and [1, Lemma 4.9], there
exists a correspondence Y ∈ CH2(A×T ) and a positive integer r such
that we have ψ ◦ Y∗ ◦ θ0 = r1A(k̄), where ψ : CH2(Tk̄)alg → A(k̄) is the
universal regular homomorphism and θ0(a) = [a]− [0].

We claim that we can choose Y such that its image in A2
num(A×T )Q

lies in A2
num(A × T )

[1]
Q . Granting this claim, the universal property of

Lemma 6.3 b) provides a k-homomorphism u : A → J̃2 such that the
map A(k̄)

r−→ A(k̄) factors through u(k̄). But the construction of the
natural transformation ϕ then shows that u(k̄) = rv(k̄); thus uk̄ = rv,
and v is an isogeny defined over k.

To prove the claim, we first note that since A has a CK decomposition
[33], we may write any Z ∈ CH2(A × T ) = M(h(A)(1), h(T )) as
Z =

∑
Zi where Zi ∈ M(hi(A)(1), h(T )). It therefore suffices to

show that, if Z1 = 0, then ψ ◦ Z∗ ◦ θ0 = 0. (Indeed, we then have
ψ ◦ Y∗ ◦ θ0 = ψ ◦ Y 1

∗ ◦ θ0.)
For this, we use Bloch’s maps λiX : CH i(X){l} → H2i−1

ét (X,Ql/Zl(i))
from [15], with l 6= char k: by loc. cit., Prop. 3.5, they are compatible
with the action of correspondences. (This could be seen more eas-
ily by interpreting the λi in a modern way in terms of étale motivic
cohomology via [53, Prop. 4.17].) Let d = dimA. By hypothesis,
Z : H2d−1

ét (A,Ql(d)) → H3
ét(T,Ql(2)) is 0 as it acts via Z1, hence

Z : H2d−1
ét (A,Ql/Zl(d))→ H3

ét(T,Ql/Zl(2)) has finite image. Since λ2
T

is injective [72, Prop. 9.2], we find that ψ ◦ Z∗ ◦ θ0 has finite image in
A(k){l}. Since ψ is regular, ψ ◦Z∗ ◦ θ0 is induced by an endomorphism
of A, which must be trivial. 2

2The sketch consists of neglecting to keep track of some denominators in §§2-3.
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Remark 6.5. The cycle Y appearing in the proof of Proposition 6.4
is close to Voisin’s “universal” codimension 2 cycle ([97, Def. 1.5], see
also [25, Déf. 5.3]). The difference is that, in loc. cit., the integer r is
required to be equal to 1.

7. t3(T ) and the Griffiths group

In this section, we do two related things:
• Study the uniqueness of the lifts from Lemma 5.1: see Corollary
7.4 and Lemma 7.5. (Recall that the corresponding lift for a
surface is unique [56].)
• Relate the Griffiths group of T to the motive t3(T ): see Theorem
7.7 and Conjecture 7.8.

7.1. A Chow-Lefschetz condition. To go further, we need:

Hypothesis 7.1. There exists a smooth hyperplane section Σ ⊂ T
such that (6.2) is an isomorphism also for i = 2.

This is true in the same cases as in §5:

Proposition 7.2. Hypothesis 7.1 holds if T is an abelian variety, a
complete intersection in PN or for T = C×S if Σ is defined as in [65,
Prop. 1.4.6 (ii)].

Proof. The first case follows from [68], the second one is trivial and the
last one is proven in Theorem B.1. 2

7.2. Uniqueness of (5.3).

Proposition 7.3. Let Σ
i−→ T be a smooth hyperplane section as in

Hypothesis 7.1. Then the morphism i∗ : h(Σ) → h(T ) induces a split
surjection t2(Σ) −→→ t2(T ).

Proof. The isomorphism (6.2) factors as

h4(T )
i∗−→ h2(Σ)(2)

i∗−→ h2(T )(2),

showing that i∗ : h2(Σ) → h2(T ) is split surjective. Let λ : h2(T ) →
h2(Σ) be a right inverse. Using the decompositions (3.1) and (5.3),
write i∗ (resp. λ) as a 2× 2 matrix

i∗ =

(
a b
c d

)
, λ =

(
a′ b′

c′ d′

)
.

Then b′ = c = 0 by (3.3) and (3.5), and b, c′ are numerically equiv-
alent to 0 by Schur’s lemma, hence c′b = 0 by (2.2). From i∗λ = 1,
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we get aa′ = 1− bc′ with (bc′)2 = bc′bc′ = 0; thus aa′(1 + bc′) = 1 and
a : t2(Σ)→ t2(T ) has a right inverse. 2

Corollary 7.4. Under Hypothesis 7.1, the lift of (5.3) given by Lemma
5.1 is unique, up to unique isomorphism.

Proof. Proposition 7.3, (3.3) and (3.5) imply that there are no nonzero
homomorphisms between the two summands. 2

7.3. Uniqueness of (5.4).

Lemma 7.5. Assume that h3(T ) is finite-dimensional in the sense of
Kimura [64], e.g. T is of abelian type. Then the lift of (5.4) given by
Lemma 5.1 is unique, up to possibly non-unique isomorphism.

Proof. This follows from Kimura’s nilpotence theorem [64, Prop. 7.5].
2

7.4. Birational properties of t3(T ). The next proposition uses Vo-
evodsky’s triangulated category of motives DMeff

gm [94] (with Q coeffi-
cients). Recall that there is a canonical fully faithful functor [12, Cor.
6.7.3]

(7.1) Φ :M→ DMeff
gm .

Proposition 7.6. We have Hom(Z(2),Φ(t3(T ))) = 0 in DMeff
gm. In

particular,

(7.2) M(M(2), t3(T )) = 0

for any M ∈M and

(7.3) M(k)(h(Y )(1), t3(T )) 'M(k(Y ))(L, t3(T )k(Y ))

for any connected Y ∈ Smproj.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of [56, Th. 7.8.4 b)]. So we reduce
to showing that

DMeff
gm(K)(Z(2)[4],Φ(t3(TK)[i])) = 0

for any function field K/k and any i ∈ Z. By Poincaré duality, this
group is a direct summand (in Ab⊗Q) of

DMeff
gm(K)(Z(2)[4],M(TK)[i]) ' H i+2

Nis (TK ,Z(1)) ' H i+1
Nis (TK ,Gm).

Recall that this group is 0 for i 6= 0,−1. For i = 0, it corresponds to
the summand (3, 0) in the decomposition

Pic(TK) = CH2(TK) =
⊕
(i,j)

M(K)(L2, hi,j(T )(j)).
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We find NS(TK) and Pic0(TK) respectively as the summands (4, 2)
and (5, 0) (the latter because h5(T ) ' h1(T )(2)). Thus all other sum-
mands are 0. For i = −1 we reason similarly.

This and the full faithfulness of Φ immediately implies (7.2). To
prove (7.3), we note that (7.2) implies that the functor M 3 M 7→
M(M(1), t3(T )) factors through the category Mo of birational Chow
motives of [57]; we can then use the adjunction of [54, Th. 6.6]. 2

7.5. The Griffiths group.

Theorem 7.7. Under Hypothesis 7.1, we have canonical isomorphisms

(7.4) Griff(T ) 'Malg(L, t3(T )) 'Malg(t3(T ),L2)

for any lift of (5.4) toMalg.

Proof. In (6.1), take n = 1. We first examine which terms vanish for
any ∼. This is the case of the summands for i = 0, 1. For i = 2, we
have

M∼(L, h2(T )) =M∼(L, t2(T ))⊕M∼(L, h2,1(T )(1)) = Anum
1 (T )

by (3.3) and Proposition 7.3.
For i = 3, we have

M∼(L, h3,1(T )(1)) =M∼(1, h1(J2)).

For i = 4, we have

M∼(L, h4(T ))
∼−→M∼(L, h2(T )(1))

=M∼(1, t2(T )⊕ Anum
1 (T )(1)) =M∼(1, t2(T ));

for ∼= rat, the last group is a direct summand of T (Σ) as in Proposi-
tion 7.3.

Finally, for i = 5, 6 we find

M∼(L, h5(T )) 'M∼(1, h1(T )(1)) = 0

M∼(L, h6(T )) 'M∼(L,L3) = 0.

Thus, for ∼= alg, the only nonzero terms are for (i, j) = (2, 1), (3, 0);
this completes the proof of Theorem 7.7, except for the second isomor-
phism. To prove it, we note that Poincaré duality and the uniqueness
of the coniveau decomposition (4.1) yield an isomorphism inMnum:

t3(T ) ' t3(T )∗(3).

Since the first isomorphism of (7.4) is valid for any lift of t3(T ) to
Malg, we get the second one by replacing t3(T ) with t3(T )∗(3). (This
argument avoids the uniqueness issue from Lemma 7.5.) 2
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7.6. A conjecture.

Conjecture 7.8. The mapM(L, t3(T ))→Malg(L, t3(T )) is bijective.
Proposition 7.9. Conjecture 7.8 follows from the Bloch-Beilinson–
Murre (BBM) conjectures (see [47]).

To prove this proposition, we need a lemma:
Lemma 7.10 (Weil-Bloch trick). Let F : M → Ab⊗Q be a con-
travariant additive functor. Then F factors throughMalg if and only if
F (1M ⊗α) = 0 for any M ∈M, any k-curve Γ and any α ∈ Pic0(Γ) =
M(1, h1(Γ)). We may restrict to M = h(Y ) for Y ∈ Smproj. 2

Apply this lemma to F (M) = M(M(1), t3(T )). We shall use [47,
Prop. 5.8], which Jannsen shows to be a consequence of the BBM
conjectures that we now assume. If M = h(Y ), then for any k-curve Γ

M(k)(h(Y )⊗ h1(Γ)(1), t3(T )) 'M(k(Y ))(h1(Γ)(1), t3(T ))
∼−→Mnum(k(Y ))(h1(Γ)(1), t3(T ))

∼←−Mnum(k)(h1(Γ)(1), t3(T )) = 0.

Here the first isomorphism is (7.3), the second one is a special case
of [47, Prop. 5.8], the third one is given by the full faithfulness of
Mnum(k) → Mnum(k(Y )) [54, Prop. 5.5], and the last vanishing is
by Schur’s lemma and by definition of t3(T ). Hence F verifies the
condition of Lemma 7.10. 2

Remark 7.11. Conjecture 7.8 is striking, as it predicts in view of
(7.4) that Griff(T ) is (up to isogeny) cut off CH2(T ) by an idempotent
self-correspondence of T , namely the one defining t3(T ). According to
Beilinson’s vision, it also predicts an isomorphism

Griff(T ) ' Ext1
MM(L, t3(T ))

whereMM is the hypothetical abelian category of mixed motives, see
[47, (2.3)].

It is also related to a conjecture of Nori [48, p. 227]: codimension 2
cycles in the kernel of the Abel-Jacobi map are algebraically equivalent
to 0. Jannsen proves in loc. cit., Th. 6.1 that this holds under the
BBM conjectures and the standard conjecture B.

By the proof of Theorem 7.7, the only summands of CH2(T ) which
contain algebraically trivial cycles are M(L, h3,1(T )(1)) = J2(k),
M(L, h4(T )) = M(1, t2(T )) andM(L, t3(T )). The first two are fully
algebraically trivial (2.4). On the other hand, the Abel-Jacobi map is
injective on J2(k) by Proposition 6.4 and [72, Th. 1.11.1]. Thus Con-
jecture 7.8 refines Nori’s conjecture as follows, in the case of a 3-fold T
verifying Hypothesis 7.3:
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The kernel of the Abel-Jacobi map on CH2(T ) equals
M∼(L, h4(T )) =M∼(1, t2(T )).

By Proposition 7.9 and [48, Th. 6.1], this statement follows from the
BBM conjectures.

In higher dimensions, nothing new is expected to happen: one easily
sees that the BBM conjectures plus the standard conjecture B imply
that CH2(X)hom → CH2(T )hom is split injective in Ab⊗Q if T is a
3-dimensional general successive hyperplane section of a smooth pro-
jective variety X.

8. The case T = C × S

We now assume that T = C × S, where C is a curve and S is a
surface; since T is geometrically connected, so are C and S.

8.1. A reformulation of Theorem 7.7.

Proposition 8.1. There are canonical isomorphisms

(8.1) Malg(h1(C), t2(S)) 'Malg(L, t3(C × S)) ' Griff(C × S).

Proof. In view of Proposition 7.2, the second isomorphism is Theorem
7.7. Let us prove the first. By duality, we may write

Malg(h1(C), t2(S)) =Malg(L, h1(C)⊗ t2(S)).

The Künneth isomorphism inM

h3(C × S) '
2⊕
i=0

hi(C)⊗ h3−i(S)

gets converted via (3.1), (5.3) and (6.2) into an isomorphism

(8.2) t3(C × S)⊕ h1(J2)(1)

' h1(S)(1)⊕ h1(C)⊗ NSS(1)⊕ h1(C)⊗ t2(S)⊕ h1(S)(1).

Working modulo numerical equivalence, we may write

(8.3) h1(C)⊗ t2(S) ' t′3(C × S)⊕M(1)

by Proposition 4.3; proceeding as in Lemma 4.4, we see thatM = h1(B)
for some abelian variety B.

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, we may lift (8.3) to a
decomposition inM. SinceMalg(1, h1(A)) = 0 for any abelian variety
A by (2.4), (8.2) and (8.3) together yield (8.1). 2

Corollary 8.2. There is a natural action of End J(C)op × End t2(S)
on Griff(C × S). 2
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Corollary 8.3. We take the same notation as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 8.1.
a) There is an isogeny

J2 ≈ B × (AlbS)2 × AlbC ⊗NSS .

b) If t2(S) is finite dimensional (equivalently, if h(S) is finite-dim-
ensional), the Chow motives t3(C × S) and t′3(C × S) are isomorphic.

Proof. Consider (8.2) modulo numerical equivalence, and insert the
value of h1(C)⊗ t2(S) given by (8.3). Taking isotypic components, we
get two isomorphisms inMnum:

t3(C × S) ' t′3(C × S)(8.4)

h1(J2) ' h1(B)⊕ 2h1(S)⊕ h1(C)⊗ NSS .(8.5)

The isogeny of a) follows from (8.5). If t2(S) is finite dimensional,
so are all terms in (8.2) and (8.3). In particular, the Chow motives
t3(C × S) and t′3(C × S) are finite-dimensional, and b) follows from
(8.4) and Kimura’s nilpotence theorem [64, Prop. 7.5]. 2

Remarks 8.4. a) Without assuming the finite-dimensionality of t2(S),
one gets an isomorphism inM

h3(C × S) ' t3(C × S)⊕ h1(J2)(1) ' t′3(C × S)⊕ h1(J2)(1)

but it is not clear whether one can cancel the summand h1(J2)(1)
unconditionally.

b) Assuming Conjecture 7.8, the isomorphisms (8.3) and (3.7) yield
an isomorphism in Ab⊗Q

T (Sk(C))/T (S) ' B(k)⊕Griff(C × S).

Since Griff(C×S) is invariant under algebraically closed extensions,
this suggests that E 7→ T (SE(C))/T (SE) is representable by a k-group
scheme whose identity component is an abelian variety. Can one prove
this a priori?

8.2. Curves mapping to surfaces. Let ψ ∈ Z1(C × S) be a corre-
spondence. It induces a morphism inM

ψ∗ : h(C)→ h(S).

Choose a CK decomposition (πCi ) of C and a refined CK decom-
position (πSi ) of S, with πS2 = πalg

2 (S) + πtr
2 (S): we get a composite

morphism

(8.6) ψ# : h1(C) ↪−→ h(C)
ψ∗−→ h(S) −→→ t2(S)
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hence, by Proposition 8.1, a class [ψ#] in Griff(C × S). This class
depends on the choice of the CK decompositions; note however that,
thanks to (2.1), it does not depend on the choice of the 0-cycles on C
and S used to define πC0 and πS0 . In Lemma 8.5 b) below, we show
that a slight variant of ψ# does not depend on any choice. The main
purpose of Part 2 will be to study the non-vanishing of [ψ#], in special
circumstances.

We want to compare (8.6) with a canonical morphism defined below
(8.10).

Thanks to Proposition 2.2 (2), ψ∗ induces a commutative diagram
of split exact sequences in M, independent of the choice of the CK
decompositions (see Section 2 for the notation):

(8.7)

0 −−−→ h>1(C)
iC−−−→ h>0(C)

pC−−−→ h1(C) −−−→ 0

ψ>1

y ψ>0

y ψ1

y
0 −−−→ h>1(S)

iS−−−→ h>0(S)
pS−−−→ h1(S) −−−→ 0.

Let ψ∗ : h(S)→ h(C)(1) be the transpose of ψ. The composition

(8.8) L = h2(C) = h>1(C)
ψ>1−−→ h>1(S)

ψ∗−→ h(C)(1)→ h0(C)(1) = L
is multiplication by the self-intersection number [C]2, where [C] =
ψ∗1 ∈ Pic(S) with 1 the canonical generator of CH0(C). It is an
isomorphism if [C]2 6= 0, which we now assume. (This hypothesis is ver-
ified if [C] is ample.) Then we can define h>1(S)/h>1(C) = Cokerψ>1.
On the other hand, by (2.5) we can also define

(8.9) h1(ψ) = Kerψ1

which does not depend on the choice of the CK decompositions. The
snake lemma then yields a morphism h1(ψ)→ h>1(S)/h2(C), that we
compose with the projection h>1(S)/h2(C)→ h2(S)/h2(C) to obtain

(8.10) ψ̃ : h1(ψ)→ h2(S)/h2(C).

In view of (3.4), the projection h2(S) → t2(S) factors through a
morphism ρ : h2(S)/h2(C)→ t2(S) and

Lemma 8.5. Assume [C]2 6= 0 as above. Then
a) The diagram inM

h1(ψ)
ψ̃−−−→ h2(S)/h2(C)

ι

y ρ

y
h1(C)

ψ#−−−→ t2(S)
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commutes. We write ψ̂ := ψ#ι = ρψ̃.
b) The morphisms ψ̃ and ψ̂ do not depend on the choices of the (refined)
CK decompositions of h(C) and h(S).
c) InMalg, ψ̂ = 0 ⇐⇒ ψ̃ = 0.

Proof. a) We can use Diagram (8.7) to compute ψ# and ψ̃ by using the
section of pC and the retraction of iS given by πC1 and

∑
i>1 π

S
i .

b) follows from a) and Lemma 3.1.
c) If ρψ̃ = 0 inMalg, then ψ̃ factors inMalg through halg

2 (S)/h2(C).
ButMalg(h1(ψ), halg

2 (S)/h2(C)) = 0 by (2.4) and Poincaré duality. 2

Given its importance in the sequel, we give a name to the motive
h1(ψ)⊗ t2(S):

Notation 8.6. M(ψ) = h1(ψ)⊗ t2(S).

Thus M(ψ) is a direct summand of h1(C) ⊗ t2(S), and we have a
similar decomposition to (8.3)

(8.11) M(ψ) ' t3(ψ)⊕ h1(Bψ)(1)

where t3(ψ) (resp. Bψ) is a direct summand of t′3(C × S) (resp. of the
abelian variety B of Corollary 8.3 a), up to isogeny). The proof is the
same as for Lemma 5.1.

Definition 8.7. We call Bψ the exceptional summand of B (or of
J2(C × S)).

Remark 8.8. If ψ1 is an epimorphism (which happens when C is a
smooth hyperplane section of S), the complementary summand of Bψ,
B′, is such that h1(B′)(1) is a direct summand of h1(S)⊗t2(S), and the
largest of this type modulo numerical equivalence; so B′ is independent
of ψ and (in principle) computable purely in terms of S. This justifies
the terminology “exceptional”.

8.3. Variation over a base. Let X ∈ Sm(k). Recall Deninger-
Murre’s category M(X) of relative Chow motives, constructed on
smooth projective X-schemes [33]: it is 2-contravariant for morphisms
in Sm(k). We shall need the following generalisation of the previous
picture “over X”:

• S is a k-surface, to which we associate the constant relative
X-surface SX := S ×X → X;
• C → X is a relative curve, and ψ ∈ CH2(C×XSX) = CH2(C×k
S) is a relative Chow correspondence.
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Then C has a CK decomposition, defined as usual, and any refined
CK decomposition of h(S) pulls back to a refined CK decomposition
of SX . The modified class [ψ] of (8.6) then makes sense inM(X), as
well as the composition (8.8), whose bijectivity can be checked at any
point of X. Moreover,

Lemma 8.9. Suppose X connected, with generic point η = SpecK
j−→

X. Then
a) The functor j∗ :M(X)→M(K) is full.
b) If C,C ′ are two relative curves over X, the map

M(X)(h1(C), h1(C ′))→M(K)(h1(Cη), h1(C ′η))

is bijective, and the thick subcategory ofM(X) generated by the h1(C)’s
is abelian semi-simple.

Proof. a) follows immediately from the surjectivity of the map CH∗(Y )
→ CH∗(Yη) for any Y ∈ Smproj(X). If Z ⊂ X is a closed subset purely
of codimension c, we have a more precise exact sequence

CH i−c(Y|Z)→ CH i(Y )→ CH i(Y|X−Z)→ 0.

For c > 1, this implies an isomorphism M(X)(h(C), h(C ′))
∼−→

M(X−Z)(h(C|X−Z), h(C ′|X−Z)), hence a fortiori the same isomorphism
when replacing h by h1. For c = 1, this isomorphism for the h1’s follows
by a diagram chase from the formula

M(X)(h1(C), h1(C ′)) ' Coker(CH1(C)⊕CH1(C ′)→ CH1(C×XC ′))

and the same one over X −Z. The first claim of b) follows from these
two cases by passing to the limit, and the second claim follows from
this and (2.5). 2

By Lemma 8.9 b), the motive h1(ψ) of (8.9) makes sense inM(X)
(note that we may write h1(S) as a direct summand of h1(D) for some
smooth hyperplane section D of S), as well as ψ̂ andM(ψ) (Lemma 8.5
and Notation 8.6). So does (8.10) when (8.8) is bijective; then Lemma
8.5 a) holds inM(X).

8.4. The coniveau filtration. Let H be a Weil cohomology. For any
X ∈ Smproj and any i ≥ 0, we have the coniveau filtration on H i(X)
[61, (2.0.6)]:

(8.12) N jH i(X) =
∑
(T,z)

Im
(
H i−2j(T )(−j) cl(z)∗−−−→ H i(X)

)
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where T ∈ Smproj and z ∈ AdimT+j
H (X × T ). This generalises to any

M ∈M by the formula

(8.13) N jH i(M) =
∑
(N,z)

Im
(
H i−2j(N)(−j) cl(z)∗−−−→ H i(M)

)
where N ∈ M and z ∈ M(M,N(j)): indeed, for M = h(X), the
images of (8.12) and (8.13) coincide as one sees by writing N in (8.13)
as a direct summand of some h(T ). (This formula makes it clear that
N∗H(M) is a descending filtration on H(M).) Replacing the indexing
sets M(M,N(j)) by M(M,N(j)) ⊗ F , where F is the field of coeffi-
cients of H, does not change the coniveau filtration. One may also use
cycles modulo homological equivalence.

We note:

Lemma 8.10. Write H3(ψ) := H3(M(ψ)). Suppose that N1H3(ψ) =
0. Then Bψ = 0, where Bψ is as in Definition 8.7 (see (8.11)).

Proof. By definition of the coniveau filtration, we haveH(h1(Bψ)(1)) ⊆
N1H3(ψ). Therefore, the hypothesis implies that h1(Bψ)(1) vanishes
inMH . Hence so does h1(Bψ), which implies that Bψ = 0 by (2.5). 2
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Part 2. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3

9. The l-adic Abel-Jacobi map

9.1. The l-adic realisation. Let S be a scheme, and let l be a prime
number invertible on S. We write Smc(S) for the category of smooth
separated compactifiable morphisms X → S with morphisms proper
S-morphisms, and Sc(S,Ql) for the category of constructible Ql-adic
sheaves over S [49, 1.4.2], Db

c(S,Ql) for the “derived category of con-
structible Ql-adic sheaves” ([30, 1.1.3], [37]) and

Rl,c : Smc(S)→ Db
c(S,Ql)

for the (contravariant) functor which associates to X f−→ S ∈ Smc(S)
the object Rf!Ql. If V is an S-scheme, we write

D̃b
c(V/S,Ql) = 2- lim−→

V
Db
c(V ,Ql)

where V → V runs through the S-morphisms with V an S-scheme
of finite type (see [43, Def. 6.3] for 2- lim−→). The functor Rl,c factors
through a functor

R̃l,c : Smc(V )→ D̃b
c(V/S,Ql).

If S = SpecZ[1/l], we drop it from the notation.
With the definition of [37], the category D̃b

c(V/S,Ql) is triangulated
and has a canonical t-structure with heart S̃c(V/S,Ql) = 2- lim−→V Sc(V ,Ql).
ForX ∈ Smc(V ), we write H̃ i

l,c(X/S) = H i(R̃l,c(X)); note that H̃ i
l,c(X/S)

= H̃ i
l (X/S) when X is proper (ordinary l-adic cohomology): in this

case, this S-sheaf is locally constant by the smooth and proper base
change theorem. Note the forgetful functor

(9.1) ωlV : S̃c(V,Ql)→ Sc(V,Ql)

which forgets the “arithmetic monodromy action” to only remember
the “geometric” one.

Suppose that V = Spec k. The functor (R̃l,c)|Smproj(k) extends to an
additive (contravariant) functor

R̃l :M(k)→ D̃b
c(k/S,Ql)

such that
R̃l(hi(X)) = H̃ i

l (X/S)[−i]
for X ∈ Smproj(k) and i ∈ Z, for any CK decomposition of X. In
particular, R̃l(L) = Ql(−1)[−2].
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Proposition 9.1. Let M ∈ M. Suppose given a splitting R̃l(M) '⊕
i H̃

i
l (M)[−i]. Then, for any n ≥ 2, the composition

M(M,Ln)
R̃l−→ Hom(R̃l(Ln), R̃l(M))

→ Hom(R̃l(Ln), H̃2n−1
l (M)[−2n+1]) ' Ext1

S̃c(k/S,Ql)
(Ql(−n), H̃2n−1

l (M))

→ Ext1
S̃c(k/S,Ql)

(Ql(−n), H̃2n−1
l (M)/Nn−1H̃2n−1

l (M))

factors throughMalg(M,Ln).

Proof. We may assume k algebraically closed. Let α ∈ M(M,Ln))
be such that α 7→ 0 ∈ Malg(M,Ln). Then there is a curve D/k and
classes β ∈ J(D)(k) = M(h1(D),L), γ ∈ M(M,h1(D)(n − 1)) such
that α factors as

M
γ−→ h1(D)(n− 1)

β−→ Ln.
By definition of the coniveau filtration, the composition

H1
l (D)(n− 1)→ H2n−1

l (M)→ H3
l (M)/Nn−1H2n−1

l (M)

is 0, hence the conclusion. 2

As a special case, we get an Abel-Jacobi homomorphism

(9.2) Griff2(X)⊗Ql → Ext1
S̃c(k/S,Ql)

(Ql(−1), H̃3
l (X)/N1H̃3

l (X))

for any smooth projective X. One can check that it is canonical: this
was developed more integrally in the preliminary version of [53] (see
[52, App. B]).

Remark 9.2. For k = C, the same statement as Proposition 9.1 is
valid when replacing the l-adic realisation by the Hodge realisation
with values in the derived category of mixed Hodge structures, with
the same proof.

9.2. A cohomological condition of nonvanishing. We come back
to the situation of §8.2, and assume that [C]2 6= 0.

Proposition 9.3. Take the notation of Lemma 8.5 a), Notation 8.6
and Lemma 8.10. Suppose that N1H3

l (ψ) = 0. Then:

R̃l(ψ̂) 6= 0⇒ ψ̂ 6= 0 inMalg(h1(ψ), t2(S))

⇒ ψ# 6= 0 inMalg(h1(C), t2(S)) ' Griff(C × S).

Recall that the hypothesis also implies that Bψ = 0 (Lemma 8.10).
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Proof. The second implication is trivial. For the first, we use the rigid-
ity of the categoryM[L−1] and the fact that R̃l is a symmetric monoidal
functor. This yields a commutative diagram

M(h1(ψ), t2(S))
∼−−−→ M(M(ψ),L2)

R̃l

y R̃l

y
Ext1

S̃c(k,Ql)
(H̃2

l,tr(S), H̃1
l (h1(ψ)))

∼−−−→ Ext1
S̃c(k,Ql)

(Ql(−2), H̃3
l (ψ))

and we get the conclusion by taking n = 2 in Proposition 9.1. 2

9.3. Interpretation of ψ̃ as an extension. We remain in the situa-
tion of §8.2, but assume further that ψ is an embedding C ↪→ S. For
simplicity, we identify C to its image in S. Let V = S − C; the exact
triangle for cohomology with proper supports

R̃l,c(V )→ R̃l,c(S)
ψ∗−→ R̃l,c(C)

+1−→

yields the corresponding long exact sequence

H̃1
l (S)

ψ∗−→ H̃1
l (C)→ H̃2

l,c(V )→ H̃2
l (S)

ψ∗−→ H̃2
l (C)

whence a short exact sequence

(9.3) 0→ H̃1
l (ψ)→ H̃2

l,c(V )→ H̃2
l,prim(S)→ 0

where H̃1
l (ψ) = H̃∗l (h1(ψ)) and H̃2

l,prim(S) = H̃∗l (h2(S)/h2(C)). This
yields an extension class

E ∈ Ext1
S̃c(k,Ql)

(H̃2
l,prim(S), H̃1

l (ψ)).

On the other hand, the morphism ψ̃ of (8.10) gives a morphism

R̃l,c(ψ̃) : H̃2
l,prim(S)[−2]→ H̃1

l (ψ))[−1]

which yields another extension class E ′ ∈ Ext1
S̃c(k,Ql)

(H̃2
l,prim(S), H̃1

l (ψ)).
The following proposition will not be used in the sequel, but is good
to know:

Proposition 9.4. The classes E and E ′ coincide.

Proof. This follows from applying the functor R̃l,c to Diagram (8.7). 2
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10. Variations of Hodge structures

10.1. The Hodge realisation. LetX be a smooth connected complex
algebraic curve. For any subring A of R, we have the category V(X,A)
of good variations of mixed A-Hodge structures over X ([4, §4], see p.
8 for “good”). We shall write

(10.1) V(X) = Im(V(X,Z)→ V(X,Q))

(variations of mixed Hodge structure of integral origin). This is a full
tannakian subcategory of the (neutral) tannakian category V(X,Q)
[84, Appendix].

Let Loc(X) be the tannakian category of local systems of finite-
dimensional Q-vector spaces over X (for the analytic topology). Let
also x ∈ X(C) be a rational point. We have a naturally commutative
diagram of exact faithful ⊗-functors

(10.2)

MHS = V(SpecC)
π∗V−−−→ V(X)

x∗V−−−→ MHS

ω

y ωX

y ω

y
VecQ = Loc(SpecC)

π∗−−−→ Loc(X)
x∗−−−→ VecQ

where π : X → SpecC is the structural morphism, MHS is the cate-
gory of graded-polarisable mixed Q-Hodge structures, ω, ωX forget the
Hodge structures and x∗π∗ = IdVecQ , x∗Vπ∗V = IdMHS.

The fibre functors x∗ and ω ◦ x∗V define tannakian groups Π1(X, x)
and Tx, which fit in a commutative diagram of affine Q-groups

(10.3)

MT
πV←−−− Tx

xV←−−− MT

ω∗

x ω∗X

x ω∗

x
1

π←−−− Πx
x←−−− 1

where MT is the Tannakian group of MHS (the universal Mumford-
Tate group). In particular, πV is split surjective. Note that Πx is the
algebraic envelope of the topological fundamental group π1(X, x) (for
its action on objects of Loc(X)).

Theorem 10.1. ω∗X(Πx) is normal in Tx, and we have an exact se-
quence of affine Q-groups

(10.4) Πx

ω∗X−−→ Tx
πV−→ MT→ 1

where πV has the section xV .

For the proof, see Appendix C (Theorem C.11). Actually, we will
use this theorem only in the case of pure variations of geometric origin,
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so that the difficult theorem of the fixed part of Schmid-Steenbrink-
Zucker used in the appendix (Theorem C.10) can be replaced with the
much simpler theorem of the fixed part of Deligne [27, 4.1.1]. (I am
indebted to Yves André for this clarification.)

Let y ∈ X(C) be another point; any path from x to y yields an
isomorphism of fibre functors x∗ ∼−→ y∗; hence the collection of Πx and
Tx assemble to X-groupoids3 Π, T , and (10.4) gets promoted to an
exact sequence of X-groupoids

(10.5) Π
ω∗X−−→ T

πV−→ MT→ 1

where MT is viewed as a constant X-groupoid. The sections xV∗ do
not define a splitting of πV as a morphism of X-groupoids. The sequel
of this subsection explains that this is “almost true” on integral objects
of V(X).

For V ∈ V(X), write Tx(V ) for the image of Tx in GL(ω(Vx)), and
Πx(V ),MTx(V ) for the images of ω∗X(Πx) and xV(MT): with the nota-
tion of [4, Lemma 4], we have MTx(V ) = Gx and Πx(V )0 = Hx where
0 means neutral component. We shall also need

Definition 10.2. An object V ∈ V(X) is connected if Πx(V ) is con-
nected for some (hence all) x ∈ X(C).

Corollary 10.3. a) The collections (Tx(V ))x∈X and (Πx(V ))x∈X define
local systems on X. For any x ∈ X(C), Πx(V ) is normal in Tx(V ) and
Πx(V )0 is normal in Tx(V )0; we have

Πx(V ) MTx(V ) = Tx(V )(10.6)

Πx(V )0 MTx(V ) = Tx(V )0(10.7)
π0(Πx(V ))→ π0(Tx(V )) is surjective.(10.8)

b) For x ∈ X(C), the following are equivalent:
(i) Πx(V )0 ⊆ MTx(V ).
(ii) MTx(V ) = Tx(V )0.

If V is simple and connected (Definition 10.2), then Vx is simple for
such x.
c) The set

Exc(V ) = {x ∈ X(C) | (i) and (ii) do not hold}

is countable and its complement is path-connected; in particular, x 7→
MTx(V ) defines a local system on X(C) \ Exc(V ).

3= functors from the fundamental groupoid π1(X) to the category of affine group
schemes.
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Proof. In a), the first statements and (10.6) follow from Theorem 10.1
and (10.5); (10.7) then follows from the connectedness of MT(Vx); fi-
nally, (10.8) means that Πx(V )Tx(V )0 = Tx(V ), which follows from
(10.6) and (10.7). This makes the equivalence in b) obvious, and the
last assertion then follows from (10.8) and (ii). Finally, the proof of
the second assertion of [4, Lemma 4] shows that Exc(V ) is a union of
countably many proper closed analytic subvarieties of X(C), hence is
countable since dimCX(C) = 1. For the path-connectedness, see [74,
Lemma p. 276]. 2

Remarks 10.4. a) In particular, Πx(V )0 is normal in MTx(V ) under
the assumptions of b). This is proven in [4, Th. 1], which also shows
that Πx(V )0 ⊆ D(MTx(V )) (the derived subgroup). I learnt (10.8),
the implication (i)⇒ (ii) and their consequence on the simplicity of Vx
from Y. André, whose proofs were different.
b) In fact, (10.8) is bijective: see Corollary C.14. We will not need this
refinement.

10.2. Hodge coniveau. Let V ∈ V(X). We say that V is effective
if, for any i, the bundle (grWi V )p,q is 6= 0 only for p ≥ 0 and q ≥ 0.
We write ν(V ) = sup{n ∈ Z | V (n) is effective}. Whence the Hodge
coniveau filtration:

N j
HV =

∑
W⊆V
ν(W )≥j

W ⊆ V.

Let V(X)eff be the full subcategory {V ∈ V(X) | V is effective}.
Then ν(V ) ≥ j if and only if V (j) ∈ V(X)eff. Since V(X)eff is
closed under quotients, N j

H is right adjoint to the inclusion functor
V(X)eff(j) ↪→ V(X), which implies the identity

(10.9) N j
H(V1 ⊕ V2) = N j

HV1 ⊕N j
HV2.

One should beware that N∗H does not commute with specialisation:
if V ∈ V(X), then the obvious inclusion, for x ∈ X(C),

(N j
HV )x ⊆ N j

H(Vx)

need not be an equality in general. However:

Proposition 10.5. For any V ∈ V(X), let

ExcN(V ) = {x ∈ X | N1
HVx 6= 0}.

Suppose that V is semi-simple, connected (Definition 10.2) and that
N1
HV = 0. Then

ExcN(V ) ⊆
⋃
S

Exc(S)
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where Exc is as in Corollary 10.3 c) and S runs through the simple
constituents of V .

Proof. By (10.9) we have ExcN(V1⊕V2) = ExcN(V1)∪ExcN(V2); since
every direct summand of V is connected, we may assume V simple.
Since dimV p,q

x = rkV p,q for any x, we have N1
HVx 6= Vx for any x. But

Vx is simple for x /∈ Exc(V ) by Corollary 10.3 b), hence the conclusion.
2

The following easy lemma is a key step in the proof of Theorem 2:
it is a special feature of Hodge theory.

Lemma 10.6. Let V1, V2 ∈ V(X). Then ν(V1⊗V2) = ν(V1)+ν(V2). If
V1, V2 ∈ V(X)eff and V1 ⊗ V2 is simple, then (N1

HV1 = 0
∧
N1
HV2 = 0)

⇒ N1
H(V1 ⊗ V2) = 0.

Proof. The inequality ν(V1 ⊗ V2) ≥ ν(V1) + ν(V2) is obvious. By
twisting, it suffices to show that ν(V1) = 0 and ν(V2) = 0 implies
ν(V1 ⊗ V2) = 0. This is clear, since grW0 (V1)0,q 6= 0 for some q and
grW0 (V2)0,r 6= 0 for some r implies grW0 (V1 ⊗ V2)0,q+r 6= 0. This readily
implies the second claim. 2

For the next proposition, we write PHS ⊂ MHS for the full sub-
category of pure (polarisable) Hodge structures: it is semi-simple.

Proposition 10.7. Let V ∈ V(X). Assume that ωX(V ) is absolutely
irreducible, in the sense that its endomorphism ring is Q. Let W ∈
PHS. Then:
a) If W is simple, V ⊗ π∗VW is simple.
b) Suppose V and W effective. If N1

HV = 0 and N1
HW = 0, then

N1
H(V ⊗ π∗W ) = 0. Moreover, N1

H(Vx⊗W ) 6= Vx⊗W for any x ∈ X.

Proof. a) (I am grateful to http://mathoverflow.net/questions/
208731 for its help in this proof.) We use Theorem 10.1. Take x ∈ X.
We may view V as a representation of Tx and W as a representation of
MT. The restriction of V ⊗ π∗VW to Πx is semi-simple as a direct sum
of copies of V , and its subrepresentations E are in 1−1 correspondence
with the sub-vector spaces of W by E 7→ (V ∗ ⊗ E)ΠX ⊆ EndΠx(V ) ⊗
W = W (using the absolute irreducibility of V|H). Moreover, E is a
Tx-submodule of V ⊗W if and only if (V ∗⊗E)Πx is an MT-submodule
of W .

b) This follows from a) (by reducing to W simple) and Lemma 10.6.
2

http://mathoverflow.net/questions/208731
http://mathoverflow.net/questions/208731
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Corollary 10.8. Consider the hypotheses of Proposition 10.7 b). Sup-
pose moreover V connected. Then

ExcN(V ⊗ π∗VW ) ⊆
⋃
i

Exc(V ⊗ π∗VWi)

where Wi runs through the irreducible components of W , ExcN is as
in Proposition 10.5 and Exc is as in Corollary 10.3 c). In particular,
ExcN(V ⊗ π∗VW ) is countable.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 10.7, Lemma 10.6 and Proposition
10.5. 2

10.3. Comparison isomorphisms and coniveau filtrations. Let
us go back to the categoryM(X) of relative Chow motives considered
in §8.3. The functors

Smproj(X) 3 (X f−→ X) 7→ Rif∗Q ∈ V(X)

induce a graded ⊗-functor

H∗B :M(X)→ V∗(X).

There is a similar enriched realisation functor

H∗l :M(X)→ S̃∗c (X,Ql)

to the graded category of “arithmetic” l-adic sheaves S̃∗c (X,Ql) of §9.1.
Composing with the forgetful functors ωX of (10.2) and ωlX from (9.1),
we get relative Weil cohomologies

H∗B :M(X)→ Loc∗(X), H∗l :M(X)→ Loc∗(X,Ql)

where Loc(X,Ql) is the category of local systems of Ql-vector spaces.
The comparison isomorphisms R∗f∗Ql ' (R∗f∗Q) ⊗ Ql of [28, V,
(3.5.1)] yield an isomorphism of functors

(10.10) H∗l ' H∗B ⊗Q Ql.

ForM ∈M(X), we may define the coniveau filtration N∗ onH∗B(M)
and H∗l (M) by Formula (8.13). Clearly

(10.11) N rHj
B(M) ⊆ N r

HH
j
B(M) := ωX(N r

HH
j
B(X))

(we call the right hand side the Hodge coniveau filtration.)
We have the trivial lemma:

Lemma 10.9. The isomorphism (10.10) respects the coniveau filtra-
tions. 2
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Let now K/k be any regular extension, whence a functor M(k) 3
M 7→ MK ∈ M(K). If l is a prime number 6= char k and M ∈ M, we
have an isomorphism

(10.12) Hl(M)
∼−→ Hl(MK)

by invariance of l-adic cohomology under separably closed base change.

Proposition 10.10 (cf. [61, Prop. 2.2]). The isomorphism (10.12)
respects the coniveau filtrations.

Proof. Let X ∈ Smproj(k). By definition of the coniveau filtration,
the isomorphism H i

l (X)
∼−→ H i

l (XK) yields an inclusion N jH i
l (X) ⊆

N jH i
l (XK) for all j ≥ 0. Let x ∈ H i

l (X) be such that xK ∈ N jH i
l (XK).

There is Y ∈ Smproj(K), y ∈ H i−2j
l (Y )(−j) and a correspondence

α ∈ CHdimX−j(XK ×K Y ) such that xK = α∗y. Spread Y to a
smooth projective f : Y → S with S ∈ Sm(k), and lift α to α̃ ∈
CHdimX−j+dimS(XS ×S Y). For a closed point s ∈ S, we have ys =

sps(y) ∈ H i−2j
l (Ys) and αs = y∗(α̃) ∈ CHdimX−j(X ×k Ys), where

Ys = f−1(s); obviously, xk(y) = α∗sys. 2

We may now state

Proposition 10.11. Let X be a smooth connected algebraic C-curve
andM ∈M(X). Suppose that N j

HH
i
B(MU) = 0 for some (i, j) and any

nonempty Zariski open subset U ⊆ X, where MU is the base change
of M to U4. Let Mη ∈ M(K) be the “generic fibre” of M , where
K = C(X). Then we have N jH i

l (Mη) = 0 for any prime number l.

Proof. We have to show that any morphism ϕ : Mη → N(j) inM(K)
induces 0 on l-adic cohomology. We may find U such that ϕ comes
from a morphism ϕU : MU → N (j), with N ∈ M(U). It suffices to
show that ϕU induces 0 on l-adic cohomology, and by Lemma 10.9 we
may replace the latter by Betti cohomology. This now follows from the
inclusion (10.11) and the hypothesis. 2

11. Lefschetz pencils

Our aim in this section is to prove the generic case of Theorem 2
(see Corollary 11.6).

4One can show that the case U = X implies the general case.
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11.1. Preparations. Let S ∈ Smproj(k) be a geometrically connected
surface. Consider a Lefschetz pencil [29, (5.6)]:

(11.1)

Cη //

��

S̃
π //

f

��

S

η // P1

where S̃ is the incidence variety and η is the generic point of P1.
We have the closed immersion

(11.2) ψ : S̃ ↪→ S ×P1.

Let U ⊂ P1 be the smooth locus of f ; the restriction ψU : S̃U ↪→
S × U of ψ to U yields a relatively ample smooth divisor, and the
formalism of §8.3 applies. Thus we get motives

(11.3) h1(ψU),M(ψU) = h1(ψU)⊗ t2(S × U/U) ∈M(U)

and a morphism

(11.4) ψ̂U : h1(ψU)→ t2(S × U/U)

(see Lemma 8.5).
Let l be a prime number. In H1

l (S̃U), we have two sub-local systems:
• H1

l (ψU) := H1
l (h1(ψU));

• E, the local system of vanishing cycles [29, (6.1)].
We assume that E 6= 0: it is possible up to composing the given

projective embedding of S with a Veronese embedding, cf. [60, Cor.
6.4]. This forces U 6= P1, hence U is affine. Then:

Proposition 11.1. a) The two local systems H1
l (ψU) and E are canon-

ically isomorphic.
b) For u ∈ U , the algebraic envelope of the monodromy action on
H1
l (ψU)u = H1

l (ψu) is Sp(H1
l (ψu)), where Sp is with respect to the

symplectic pairing induced by the isomorphism of a).
c) If k ⊆ C, the same picture holds when replacing Hl by HB. In
particular, H1

B(ψ) ∈ V(P1) (cf. (10.1)).

Proof. a) Write fU for the restriction of f to U and gU for the projection
S × U → U . By definition, we have an exact sequence

R1(gU)∗Ql → R1(fU)∗Ql → H1
l (ψU)→ 0.

For u ∈ U , let Cu = f−1(u) and Eu ⊂ H1
l (Cu) be the subspace

of vanishing cycles [29, (5.2)], i.e. the fibre of E at u. The Picard-
Lefschetz formula [29, (5.8) a) 3)] shows that E⊥u = H1

l (Cu)
πét
1 (U,u), and

the Hard Lefschetz theorem (which, for a surface, follows algebraically
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from (6.2) for i = 1) implies that Eu is nondegenerate for the Poincaré
duality pairing. Therefore, it suffices to show that H1

l (Cu)
πét
1 (U,u) =

Im(H1
l (Sk(u))→ H1

l (Cu)) for any u ∈ U ; since these are local systems,
it suffices to show this at one point u, that we choose to be the generic
point η.

Since U is affine, Uk̄ has cohomological dimension 1 and the Leray
spectral sequence for fU yields an epimorphism

H1
l (S̃) −→→ H0

l (U,R1(fU)∗Ql) = H1
l (Cη)

πét
1 (U,η).

But π : S̃ → S is a blow-up, hence H1
l (S)

∼−→ H1
l (S̃) and H1

l (S) →
H1
l (Cη)

πét
1 (U,η) is surjective; so is a fortiori H1

l (Sk(η))→ H1
l (Cη)

πét
1 (U,η).

b) now follows from a) and the Kazhdan-Margulis theorem [29, Th.
(5.10)], and the first statement of c) follows from (10.10); the second
one holds because the vanishing cycles are integrally defined. 2

More easily:

Lemma 11.2. If k ⊆ C, we have N1
HH

2
B,tr(S) = 0.

Proof. The Lefschetz (1,1) theorem shows that N1H2
B(S) = N1

HH
2
B(S),

and N1H2
B,tr(S) = N1H2

B(S) ∩H2
tr(S) = 0 by definition of H2

tr(S). 2

11.2. The main results.

Theorem 11.3. Suppose char k = 0. Then,
a) N1H3

l (ψU ′) = 0 for any nonempty open subset U ′ ⊆ U , and N1H3
l (ψu)

6= H3
l (ψu) for all u ∈ U(0).

b) N1H3
l (ψη) = 0.

c) If k ⊆ C, there exists a countable subset E(ψ) ⊂ U(C) such that,
for any u ∈ U(k) \ E(ψ), one has N1H3

l (ψu) = 0.
d) For u = η or u ∈ U(k) \ E(ψ), one has Bψu = 0 where Bψu is the
exceptional part of J2(Cu × Sk(u)) (see Definition 8.7).

Proof. For a), using Lemma 10.9 and Proposition 10.10 we reduce to
k finitely generated over Q, then to k = C, and then replace l-adic
cohomology by Betti cohomology. It suffices to prove the statements
with N1 replaced by N1

H . We apply Proposition 10.7 b) by taking
V = H1

B(ψU ′), W = H2
B,tr(S): Proposition 11.1 (resp. Lemma 11.2)

gives its hypothesis for V (resp. W ) – note that the vanishing of
N1
HH

1
B(ψU ′) is trivial. b) then follows from Proposition 10.11. Since

V is connected by Proposition 11.1, c) follows from Corollary 10.8.
Finally, d) follows from the above and Lemma 8.10. 2
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Remark 11.4. I don’t know if Theorem 11.3 b) holds in positive char-
acteristic. By contrast, the next result holds over any k.

Theorem 11.5 (cf. [41, Th. 2]). Suppose that b2 > ρ. Then R̃l(ψ̂η) 6=
0.

The proof is given in the next subsection.

Corollary 11.6. Theorem 2 (i) is true.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 11.3 b), Theorem 11.5 and Proposi-
tion 9.3. 2

Remark 11.7. Applying (3.6) with Y = S̃ and using (3.3), we get

T (Sk(S̃))/T (S) 'M(h1(S̃), t2(S))⊕M(t2(S̃), t2(S))

'M(h1(S), t2(S))⊕ EndM(t2(S)).

The first isomorphism comes again from (3.3) plus the isomorphisms
(6.2); the second one comes from the fact that h1(S̃)

∼−→ h1(S) and
t2(S̃)

∼−→ t2(S) since S̃ → S is a birational morphism. On the other
hand, T (S)

∼−→ T (Sk(P1)), either directly or by (3.7) since h1(P1) = 0.
Letting K = k(P1), we thus get

M(K)(h1(Cη), t2(SK)) ' T (Sk(S̃))/T (SK)

'M(h1(S), t2(S))⊕ EndM(t2(S))

and, using (8.1), we find a surjection in Ab⊗Q:

(11.5) M(h1(S), t2(S))⊕ EndM(t2(S)) −→→ Griff(Cη ×K SK).

For simplicity, assume b1 = 0: this is the case e.g. if S is a K3
surface. Then h1(S) = 0 and the strong form of Bloch’s conjecture [16,
Conj. 1.8]:

EndM(t2(S))
∼−→ EndMhom

(t2(S))?

predicts that dimQ Griff(Cη ×K SK)⊗Q <∞.

11.3. Proof of Theorem 11.5. Without loss of generality, we may
and do assume k algebraically closed.

Let V ⊆ P1 be an open subset, and let S̃V = f−1(V ). The projection
fV : S̃V → V yields a trace map

(11.6) H2
l (S̃V )

(fV )∗−−−→ H0(V )(−1).

Lemma 11.8. Let jV be the open immersion S̃V ↪→ S̃, and let a :
H2
l,tr(S̃) ↪→ H2

l (S̃) be induced by πS,tr2 . Then:
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a) The composition H2
l,tr(S̃)

a−→ H2
l (S̃)

j∗V−→ H2
l (S̃V ) is injective.

b) The composition (fV )∗j
∗
V a is 0.

Proof. a) By semi-purity, Ker j∗V is contained in the image of NS(S̃)⊗
Ql(−1)

cl−→ H2
l (S̃). The claim follows since Im a is the orthogonal

complement of this image, by construction of πS,tr2 [56, §7.2].
b) It suffices to handle the case V = P1. Let x ∈ H2

l,tr(S̃) and
y ∈ H2

l (P1). By the projection formula, we have

〈f∗ax, y〉P1 = 〈ax, f ∗y〉Ṽ = 0

for the same reason as in the proof of (1). Thus f∗ax = 0. 2

In Lemma 11.8, suppose V ⊆ U . In particular V is affine, hence has
étale cohomological dimension 1 and the Leray spectral sequence for
the projection fV : S̃V → V yields a short exact sequence

(11.7) 0→ H1(V,R1(fV )∗Ql)→ H2
l (S̃V )

εV−→ H0(V,R2(fV )∗Ql)→ 0

where the edge homomorphism εV coincides with the trace map of
(11.6). By Lemma 11.8, and (11.7), the map a then yields an injection

ãV : H2
l,tr(S̃) ↪→ H1(V,R1(fV )∗Ql).

Let h1(ψV ) denote the restriction of h1(ψU) to M(V ) (see (11.3)),
and let H1

l (ψV ) = Hl(h1(ψV )) ∈ Sc(V,Ql) be its realisation.

Lemma 11.9. Let jV be the inclusion V ↪→ P1. The image of ãV is
contained in H1(V, j∗V j∗E) ' H1(V,H1

l (ψV )).

Proof. The Leray spectral sequence for f :

Hp(P1, Rqf∗Ql)⇒ Hp+q(S̃,Ql) =: Hp+q(S̃)

yields a 3-step filtration F pH2(S̃) on H2(S̃) with successive quotients
H0(P1, R2f∗Ql) ' Ql(−1), H1(P1, R1f∗Ql) and H2(P1, f∗Ql) =
H2(P1,Ql) = Ql(−1). By Lemma 11.8 b), we have Im a ⊂ F 1H2(S̃).

Let j : U ↪→ P1 be the inclusion. Then R1f∗Ql
∼−→ j∗j

∗R1f∗Ql

[29, (5.8)] and, by the proof of Proposition 11.1 a), the orthogonal
complement of j∗E in R1f∗Ql is constant, hence

H1(P1, j∗E)
∼−→ H1(P1, R1f∗Ql).

Therefore, the image of ãV is contained in H1(V, j∗V j∗E). But we
have j∗V j∗E ' H1

l (ψV ) by Proposition 11.1 a). 2
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Note that the closed immersion ψ of (11.2) factors as

S̃
γ−→ S̃ ×P1 Π−→ S ×P1

where γ is the graph of f and Π = π × 1P1 . Restricting to the open
subset V ⊆ U , we get an induced factorisation

S̃V
γV−→ S̃ × V ΠV−−→ S × V

and γV induces a morphism γ̂V : h1(γV ) → t2(S̃ × V/V ) = t2(S̃)V
analogous to (11.4), whence a morphism in Db

c(V,Ql)

(11.8) H2
l,tr(S̃)V [−2]→ H1

l (γV )[−1]

with H1
l (γV ) = Hl(h1(γV )), as usual. Applying Hom(Ql[−2],−) to

(11.8), we get a homomorphism

(11.9) H2
l,tr(S̃) = H0(V,H2

l,tr(S̃)V )→ H1(V,H1
l (γV )).

Write âV : H2
l,tr(S̃) ↪→ H1(V,H1

l (ψV )) for the injection given by
Lemma 11.9. Then

Lemma 11.10. a) The direct summands h1(ψV ) and h1(γV ) of h1(S̃V )
coincide.
b) In view of a), the homomorphism (11.9) is equal to âV , up to sign.

Proof. a) By definition, h1(ψV ) = Ker(h1(S̃V )
(ψV )∗−−−→ h1(S × V/V )),

and similarly for h1(γV ). But (ΠV )∗ : h1(S̃ × V/V )→ h1(S × V/V ) is
split since π is a blow-up with smooth centre.

b) Under Rl, the CK decomposition of h(S̃V /V ) yields a direct sum
decomposition in Db

c(V,Ql)

R(fV )∗Ql '
2⊕
q=0

Rq(fV )∗Ql[−q]

whence a splitting of the Leray spectral sequence

Hn(S̃V ,Ql) = Db
c(V,Ql)(Ql, R(fV )∗Ql) '

2⊕
q=0

Hn−q(V,Rq(fV )∗Ql)

from which the claim follows easily. 2

End of proof of Theorem 11.5. We have a naturally commutative dia-
gram of categories and functors

M(k)
eM−−−→ M(V )

R̃l

y R̃l

y
Db
c(k,Ql)

eD−−−→ Db
c(V,Ql)
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where Db
c(k,Ql) is simply the bounded derived category of VecQl

. The
composite homomorphism

M(k)(t2(S), t2(S))
eM−−→M(V )(t2(S)V , t2(S)V )

ψ̂V
∗

−−→M(V )(h1(ψV ), t2(S)V )

sends tautologically 1t2(S) to ψ̂V . Therefore, the composite homomor-
phism

(11.10) EndQl
(H2

l,tr(S)) = EndDb
c(k,Ql)(H

2
l,tr(S)[−2])

eD−→ EndDb
c(V,Ql)(H

2
l,tr(S)V [−2])

R̂l(ψV )∗−−−−−→ Db
c(V,Ql)(H

2
l,tr(S)V [−2], H1

l (ψV )[−1])

sends 1H2
l,tr(S) to Rl(ψ̂V ). The hypothesis b2 > ρ means that 1H2

l,tr(S) 6=
0, hence, to conclude, it suffices to show that (11.10) is injective for
any V ⊆ U . Since V is irreducible, eD is an isomorphism. To show
the injectivity of R̂l(ψV )∗, we may replace the left (constant) term
H2
l,tr(S)V [−2] by Ql[−2], and are left to show that the map

Db
c(V,Ql)(Ql[−2], H2

l,tr(S)V [−2])

R̂l(ψV )∗−−−−−→ Db
c(V,Ql)(Ql[−2], H1

l (ψV )[−1])

is injective.
But π : S̃ → S is a birational morphism, hence t2(π) is an iso-

morphism by (3.3) and [57, Cor. 2.4.2]; thus we are reduced to the
injectivity of the map

H2
l,tr(S̃) = Db

c(V,Ql)(Ql[−2], H2
l,tr(S̃)V [−2])

R̂l(γV )∗−−−−→ Db
c(V,Ql)(Ql[−2], H1

l (γV )[−1]) = H1(V,H1
l (γV ))

where we used Lemma 11.10 a) to identify H1
l (ψV ) with H1

l (γV ). This
map is none else than (11.9). The conclusion now follows from Lemma
11.10 b). 2

Remark 11.11. This fills in details in [41, Proof of Th. 2]. (The
reader should beware that there are typos in this proof.) The main
add-on is Lemma 11.10 b).

12. Specialisation

In this section, k is a subfield of C.
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12.1. Coniveau and Lefschetz pencils. We keep the notation of
Section 11. We shall use the following application of a theorem due
independently to Serre [83, 10.6, theorem] and Terasoma [89, Th. 2]:

Proposition 12.1 (cf. [41, §2]). Let k be a field of characteristic 6= l,
and let

0→ V → E → W → 0

be a nonsplit extension of l-adic representations of Gk(t) (the absolute
Galois group of k(t)). We assume that E is unramified away from a
finite set S of places of k(t)/k. Then the set

Ω = {x ∈ A1(k) \ S | Ex is split}
is thin. (See [83, 9.1, Def.] for the definition of thin.)

Proof. Let G = Im(Gk(t) → GL(E)): this is an l-adic Lie group. By
either of the two references quoted before the proposition, the set Ω′ of
x ∈ A1(k) \ S such that the decomposition group Gx at x is not equal
to G is thin. 2

Remark 12.2. By a transfer argument, the condition (G : Gx) < ∞
is sufficient for Ex not to be split.

Corollary 12.3. The set

{u ∈ U(k) | Rl(ψ̂u) = 0}
is thin.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 11.5 and Proposition 12.1, applied
to the extension

0→ H1
l (ψη)→ E → H2

l,tr(S)→ 0

defined by Rl(ψ̂η). 2

Lemma 12.4. Let K1 be a field of characteristic 0. Then K = K1(t)
is Hilbertian (see [83, 9.5, Def.] for the definition of Hilbertian). More-
over, card(A1(K)− Ω) = card(K) for any thin subset Ω ⊂ A1(K).

Proof. The first statement is [83, 9.5, Rk. 5]; the second one follows
from examining its proof. Namely, {at + b | a, b ∈ K} \ Ω ⊇ U(K) for
a suitable nonempty open subset U ⊆ A1

K ×A1
K . 2

Theorem 12.5. Suppose k = C. Let

ExcM(ψ) = {u ∈ U(C) | (ψu)# = 0 ∈ Griff(Cu × S)⊗Q}.
Then U(C) \ ExcM(ψ) is uncountable.
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Proof. There is an uncountable subfield K ⊂ C, of the form K1(t),
such that our Lefschetz pencil is defined over K. Indeed, the Lefschetz
pencil is defined over some finitely generated subfield K0 ⊂ C; pick a
transcendence basis (tα)α∈A of C/K0, and let K1 = K0((tα)α∈A−{β})
where β ∈ A is chosen, and K = K0(tα). The claim now follows from
Theorem 11.3 c), Corollary 12.3, Lemma 12.4 and Proposition 9.3. 2

12.2. André’s motives. Proposition 12.1 is sufficient to get Corollary
12.3 over a finitely generated field k, but not to ensure that the set
U(k) \E(ψ) of Theorem 11.3 c) is nonempty. For this, we now have to
pass from Mumford-Tate groups as in Theorem 10.3 to motivic Galois
groups in the sense of André [6]. Moreover, we have to strengthen the
hypothesis on S.

We write Mot(k) for the category denoted byMk in loc. cit., 4.5,
Ex. (i). This is a semi-simple Q-linear Tannakian category [6, Th.
0.4], provided with canonical ⊗-functors

(12.1) M(k)→Mot(k)
H−→ PHS

ω−→ VecQ

refining the Hodge realisation on M(k), where M(k) denotes as be-
fore the category of effective Chow motives; to agree with the present
convention and the one in [6], the first functor is contravariant and the
second one is covariant. For X ∈ Smproj(k), we write hmot(X) for the
image in Mot(k) of h(X) ∈M(k), in order to avoid confusion.

The fibre functor ω (resp. ω ◦H) defines a Tannakian group MTred

(resp. Gal): the absolute Mumford-Tate group (resp. the absolute
motivic Galois group [6, 4.6]); the first one is the largest proreductive
quotient of the group MT considered (for all mixed Hodge structures) in
§10.1. The functor H induces a homomorphism of proreductive groups

MTred → Gal .

Let M ∈ Mot(k). Write Gal(M) (resp. MT(M)) for the image
of Gal (resp. of MTred) in GL(H(M)), where H = ωH. The above
homomorphism induces a corresponding monomorphism of reductive
groups (not necessarily connected on the right hand side)

(12.2) MT(M) ↪→ Gal(M).

Warning 12.6. The first functor of (12.1) is monoidal but not sym-
metric monoidal, since the commutativity constraint has been modified
in Mot(k) [6, 4.3] but not inM(k). We shall only use its structure as
a functor, not as a ⊗-functor.

We need a further definition:
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Definition 12.7 ([6, 6.1]). An object M ∈Mot(k) is of abelian type
if M belongs to the Tannakian subcategory Motab(k) generated by
motives of abelian varieties and Artin motives. A smooth projective
variety X is of motivated abelian type if hmot(X) is of abelian type.

Examples 12.8. a) Any abelian variety, or of any product of curves, is
of motivated abelian type. Similarly for Fermat varieties [59]. A more
recent example is the Fano surface of lines of a cubic 3-fold [34]. (All
this is already true inM(k).)
b) A K3 surface (hence an Enriques surface) is of motivated abelian
type [6, Th. 7.1]. So is a smooth cubic hypersurface of dimension ≤ 6
(loc. cit., Th. 7.2), and a surface of general type verifying pg = K2 = 1
[7, Cor. 1.5.2].
c) Let f : X → Y be a surjective morphism. If X is of motivated
abelian type, so is Y (hmot(Y ) is a direct summand of hmot(X).)
d) To be of motivated abelian type is a birationally invariant property
for smooth projective varieties of dimension ≤ 3.
e) A motive M ∈ Mot(k) is in Motab(k) if and only if it is a direct
summand of N ⊗ hmot(A)(r) for some abelian variety A, some Artin
motive N and some r ≥ 0. (Hint: if A and B are abelian varieties,
hmot(A) and hmot(B) are direct summands of hmot(A × B); the Artin
motive L is a direct summand of h(E) for any elliptic curve E.)

The main properties of Motab(k) that we shall use are the following:

Theorem 12.9. Suppose k algebraically closed.
a) In (12.1), the restriction of H to Motab(k) is fully faithful. In
particular, for M ∈Motab(k), any direct summand of H(M) is of the
form H(N), where N is a direct summand of M .
b) For M ∈Motab(k), the homomorphism (12.2) is an isomorphism.

Proof. By rigidity, a) is a translation of [6, Th. 0.6.2] (any Hodge cycle
on an abelian variety is motivated), and b) follows from a). 2

12.3. Hodge variations and motivated variations. Let X be a
smooth connected k-curve. It is convenient to use the categoryMot(X)
of relative André motives introduced by Arapura and Dhillon in [9] (and
denoted by MA(X)str in loc. cit.): its construction relies on André’s
deformation theorem for motivated cycles [6, Th. 0.5]. A family of
(motivated) motives in the sense of [6, §§ before Th. 5.2] defines an
object of Mot(X). This category is still Q-linear, Tannakian, semi-
simple and provided with a faithful, exact ⊗-functor

Mot(X)
H−→ VZ(XC).
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Indeed, this is part of [9, Th. 2.3], except for the fact that H(M) is
good and of integral origin for any M ∈ Mot(X). The first fact fol-
lows from the polarizability of H(M) (cf. [4, (1) p. 9]). For the second
fact, write M as a direct summand of hmot(X )(n), where f : X → X
is smooth projective and n ≥ 0. If p is the corresponding projec-
tor, then H(M) is a direct summand via H(p) of

⊕
i≥0R

if∗Q(n) =

(
⊕

i≥0R
if∗Z(n)) ⊗Q. If d is a positive integer such that dp has inte-

gral coefficients, then H(M) = Im(H(dp))⊗Q.
The functor M(k) → Mot(k) of (12.1) similarly generalises to a

functor

(12.3) M(X)→Mot(X)

whereM(X) is as in §8.3.
Suppose k = C; let M ∈ Mot(X) and V = H(M). With no-

tation as before Corollary 10.3, we write Tx(M),MTx(M),Πx(M) for
Tx(V ),MTx(V ),Πx(V ). To this notation, we add Galx(M) := Gal(Mx)
and define

Definition 12.10.

ExcH(M) = Exc(H(M)) (see Cor. 10.3 c));

Excmot(M) = {x ∈ X(C) | Πx(M)0 6⊆ Galx(M)}
ExcNH(M) = ExcN(H(M)) (see Prop. 10.5)

ExcNmot(M) = {x ∈ X(C) | N1H(Mx) 6= 0}.

By (12.2), we have

(12.4) Excmot(M) ⊆ ExcH(M).

Similarly

(12.5) ExcNmot(M) ⊆ ExcNH(M)

since N1H(M) ⊆ N1
HH(M). Finally, by Proposition 10.5:

(12.6) ExcNH(M) ⊆
⋃
S

Exc(S)

where S runs through the simple summands of H(M), provided H(M)
is connected (see Definition 10.2 for connected).

Definition 12.11. An object M ∈Mot(X) is of abelian type if Mx is
of abelian type for every x /∈ Excmot(M).5 We write Motab(X) for the
corresponding full subcategory of Mot(X).

5I don’t know if one x is sufficient.
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Theorem 12.12. Let M ∈ Motab(X) and N ∈ Motab(C). Suppose
H(M) absolutely simple and connected. Then

ExcNmot(M ⊗ π∗N) ⊆
⋃
S

Excmot(M ⊗ π∗S)

where S runs through the simple summands of N .

Proof. Clearly, H(M⊗π∗N) is connected (it has the same monodromy
asH(M)). In view of (12.5), (12.6) and Proposition 10.7 a), it therefore
suffices to show that⋃

S

Excmot(M ⊗ π∗S) =
⋃
Σ

Exc(H(M)⊗ π∗Σ)

where Σ runs through the simple summands of H(N). By Theorem
12.9 a), any Σ is of the form H(S) for some S. For such an S, let x /∈
Excmot(M ⊗ π∗S). By Theorem 12.9 b), MTx(M ⊗ π∗S) = Galx(M ⊗
π∗S), hence x /∈ ExcH(M ⊗ π∗S) and we are done by (12.4). 2

12.4. l-adic variations. We come back to the case where k is an ar-
bitrary subfield of C. Write k̄ for its algebraic closure in C. For
M ∈Mot(X), we define

Excmot(M) = Excmot(MC) ∩X(k̄)(12.7)

ExcNmot(M) = ExcNmot(MC) ∩X(k̄)

cf. Definition 12.10. For d ≥ 1, we also write

X(k̄)≤d = {x ∈ X(k̄) | [k(x) : k] ≤ d}

and

Excmot(M)≤d = Excmot(M) ∩X(k̄)≤d(12.8)

ExcNmot(M)≤d = ExcNmot(M) ∩X(k̄)≤d.

By [9, Th. 2.3], there is another realisation functor

(12.9) Rmot
l : Mot(X)→ S̃c(X,Ql)

where S̃c(X,Ql) is as in §9.1. The tannakian theory of this category is
parallel to that of V(XC) as developed in §10.1: the rôle of Loc(X) is
played by Sc(X,Ql) (see (9.1)); for x̄ a geometric point of X, the proal-
gebraic Q-groups Πx, Tx and MT are replaced by the pro-algebraic Ql-
groups Πl

x̄, T
l
x̄ and πl which are the Zariski envelopes (for l-adic repre-

sentations) respectively of the geometric fundamental group πét1 (Xk̄, x̄),
the absolute fundamental group of πét1 (X, x̄) and Gk := Gal(k̄/k), with
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a similar exact sequence to (10.4).6 If we write similarly πl(k(x), x̄)
for the Zariski envelope of πét1 (Spec k(x), x̄), the homomorphism xV is
replaced by a homomorphism x̄S : πl(k(x), x̄) → T lx̄, where x is the
point of X underlying x̄.

To be more specific, here is an l-adic analogue to Corollary 10.3,
where V ∈ Sc(X,Ql):

Proposition 12.13. a) The collections (T lx(V ))x∈X and (Πl
x(V ))x∈X

define local systems on Xét. Writing πlx(V ) for the image of x̄S in
GL(Vx), we have

Πx(V )πlx(V ) is open in Tx(V ), with equality if x ∈ X(k)(12.10)

Πx(V )0πlx(V )0 = Tx(V )0(12.11)

b) For x ∈ X(0), the following are equivalent:
(i) Πl

x(V )0 ⊆ πlx(V ).
(ii) πlx(V ) is open in T lx(V ).

The functor (12.9) defines a homomorphism

πl → Gal⊗QQl

inducing a monomorphism for M ∈Mot and x ∈ X(0):

(12.12) πlx(M) ↪→ Galx(M)⊗Q Ql

analogous to (12.2). Since πét1 (Xk̄) is canonically isomorphic to the
profinite completion of π1(X(C)), this yields an inclusion, for M ∈
Mot(X):

(12.13) Excmot(M) ⊆ Excl(Rl(M))

where, for V ∈ Sc(X,Ql)

Excl(V ) = {x ∈ X(k̄) | Πl
x(V )0 6⊆ πlx(V )}(12.14)

= {x ∈ X(k̄) | πlx(V ) is not open in T lx(V )}

cf. Proposition 12.13 b). This yields:

Theorem 12.14. Suppose that k is finitely generated over Q.
a) [19, Th. 5.1] Let M ∈ Mot(X). Then Excmot(M)≤d is finite for
any d ≥ 1.
b) Let M ∈Motab(X) and N ∈Mot(k); assume that Nk̄ ∈Motab(k̄).
Then the set ExcNmot(M ⊗ π∗N)≤d is finite for any d ≥ 1.

6We write in this subsection πét
1 for the étale fundamental group, in order to

avoid confusion with the topological fundamental group π1 of §10.1.
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Proof. By [21, Th. 5.8] and [22, Th. 1.1], the sets Excl(Rl(M))≤d

are finite (see next subsection for more details), hence a) follows from
(12.13). Theorem 12.12 then implies b). 2

12.5. GLP representations. In this subsection, we recall results of
Cadoret-Tamagawa which were just used in the proof of Theorem 12.14,
and prove two lemmas which will be used in the next subsection.

Definition 12.15 ([21]). Let X be a scheme separated, geometri-
cally connected and of finite type over k. An l-adic representation
ρ : πét1 (X) → GLm(Ql) of the étale fundamental group of X is geo-
metrically Lie perfect (GLP) if the Lie algebra of the l-adic Lie group
ρ(π1(Xk̄)) is perfect (i.e., its abelianisation is 0).

With the notation of (12.14), we have by [22, Th. 1.1]:

Theorem 12.16. The set Excl(ρ)≤d is finite for all d ≥ 1 if ρ is GLP
and k is finitely generated over Q.

By [21, Th. 5.8], the monodromy action of πét1 (X) on R∗f∗Ql is
GLP if dimX = 1 and f : Y → X is a smooth proper morphism. This
explains the proof of Theorem 12.14 a) in a more detailed way.

We shall need:

Lemma 12.17 (see also [20, Lemma 2.4]). Let

0→ E → V → π∗W → 0

be an extension in Sc(X,Ql), where W ∈ Sc(k,Ql). Assume that E is
GLP and semi-simple, and that the fixed points of E under any open
subgroup of the monodromy group are trivial. Then V is GLP.

Proof. Fix x ∈ X. Let GE (resp. GV ) be the monodromy group of E
(resp. V ) at x. We have an exact sequence

1→ N → GV
p−→ GE → 1

where N embeds into Hom(π∗W,E). In particular, N is abelian, GE

acts on N and the properties of the representation E carry over to N .
Abelianising the short exact sequence of Lie algebras

0→ N = Lie(N)→ Lie(GV )→ Lie(GE)→ 0

we therefore get another short exact sequence

0 = NLie(GE) ∼−→ NLie(GE) → Lie(GV )ab → Lie(GE)ab = 0.

Hence Lie(GV )ab = 0, as desired. 2
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Lemma 12.18. Let ρ : πét1 (X) → GLm(Ql) be any l-adic representa-
tion, and let K be an extension of k. Then Excl(ρ) = Excl(ρK). Here
ρK : πét1 (XK)→ GLm(Ql) is the representation deduced from ρ via the
projection πét1 (XK)→ πét1 (X).

Proof. We may assumeK/k finitely generated. WriteK = k(U), where
U is smooth, and let K̄ be an algebraic closure of K. Then a point
x ∈ X(K̄) spreads to a k-morphism ϕ : V → X, where V is étale
over U . If x /∈ X(k̄), ϕ is dominant (since dimX = 1), hence Im(ϕ∗ :
πét1 (V )→ πét1 (X)) is open and x /∈ Excl(ρ). 2

12.6. Finiteness. We go back to the situation of Subsection 12.4. We
assume Sk̄ to be of motivated abelian type.

Proposition 12.19. Suppose k is finitely generated over Q. Write
Mmot(ψU) for the image of M(ψU) ∈M(U) in Mot(U) by the functor
of (12.3) (see (11.3) for M(ψU)). Then the set ExcNmot(Mmot(ψU))≤d

(12.8) is finite for any d ≥ 1.

Proof. This is the special case M = h1
mot(ψU), N = t2mot(S × U/U) of

Theorem 12.14 b). 2

Proposition 12.20. a) The local system Rl(ψ̂U) ∈ S̃c(U,Ql) is GLP.
b) For any d ≥ 1, the set

{u ∈ U(k̄) | [k(u) : k] ≤ d and Rl(ψ̂u) = 0}
is finite.

Proof. The proof of a) is analogous to that of Corollary 12.3; we apply
Lemma 12.17 to the extension E(ψ) defined by Rl(ψ̂U):

0→ H1
l (ψU)→ E(ψ)→ π∗H2

l,tr(S)→ 0.

By Proposition 11.1 a), the left term is isomorphic to the local system
E of vanishing cycles, and the hypothesis of Lemma 12.17 is verified
by part b) of this proposition. (Actually, E remains irreducible when
restricted to any open subgroup of the monodromy.) Therefore E(ψ)
is GLP. b) now follows from a), Theorem 12.16 and Theorem 11.5. 2

Theorem 12.21. Suppose k finitely generated over Q. Then, for any
d ≥ 1, the set

Exc(ψ) = {u ∈ U(k̄) | [k(u) : k] ≤ d and ψ̂u = 0 in
Malg(k(u))(h1(ψu), t2(Sk(u))}
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is finite. So is the corresponding set for the condition

(ψu)# = 0 in Griff(Cu ×k S)⊗Q.

Let K be a field containing k̄ (e.g., K = C). With notation as in
Theorem 12.5, the set ExcM(ψK) is contained in U(k̄); in particular,
it is countable.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 12.19, 12.20 and 9.3 and (for the
last statement) from Lemma 12.18. 2

12.7. Example: K3 surfaces.

Corollary 12.22. In Theorem 12.21, assume that S is a K3 surface
and let Tu = Cu × S. Then, for u /∈ Exc(ψ), Murre’s algebraic repre-
sentative Ab2(Tu) is isogenous to J(Cu)⊗ NSS.

Proof. Since h1(S) = h3(S) = 0, we have h1(Cu) = h1(ψu) and

H3
l (Tu) = H1

l (ψu)⊗H2
l (S)

hence
N1H3

l (Tu) = H1
l (ψu)⊗ NSS = H1

l (Cu)⊗ NSS
and the claim. 2
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Appendix A. A direct proof of Theorem 1

Let X ∈ Smproj(k). Recall from [79, Def. 1.5] the Albanese scheme
AX of X: it is a k-group scheme locally of finite type, sitting in an
extension

(A.1) 0→ AlbX → AX → Zπ0(X)→ 0

where AlbX is the Albanese variety of X and π0(X) is the scheme
of constants of X. In [57, (8.1)], we aggregated the degree map and
the Albanese map from the Chow group of 0-cycles of X into a single
homomorphism

(A.2) CH0(X)
akX−−−→ AX(k).

We write
T (X) = Ker akX

(the Albanese kernel).
Let Y be another smooth projective k-variety. As in [57, (8.1.3)] the

homomorphism (A.2) and the universal property of AX yields a map

(A.3) CH0(Xk(Y ))
aY,X−−→ AX(k(Y )) = Hom(AY ,AX).

By [57, Prop. 8.2.1], (A.3) makes X 7→ AX a functor from the
category Chowo of birational Chow motives (with integral coefficients)
to the category AbS of abelian schemes; a fortiori it is a functor on
Choweff. In other words, the composite map

(A.4) CHdimX(Y ×X)→ CH0(Xk(Y ))
aY,X−−→ Hom(AY ,AX) = AX(Y )

[57, (8.1.2)] is compatible with the composition of correspondences.
The morphism (A.2) is almost split. Namely, in [57, Prop. 8.2.1 and

Th. 8.2.4] we prove that the functor aQ : Chowo(k,Q)→ AbS(k,Q)
is full, essentially surjective and has a fully faithful right adjoint ρ,
whose essential image is the thick subcategory Chowo

≤1(k,Q) of
Chowo(k,Q) generated by birational motives of curves. This yields:

Proposition A.1. Let X ∈ Smproj(k). Then there exist an integer
n > 0 and, for any connected Y ∈ Smproj(k), a homomorphism σY :
AX(k(Y ))→ CH0(Xk(Y )) such that

(i) σY is natural in Y for the action of correspondences (in Chowo).
(ii) a

k(Y )
X σY = n for any Y .

Proof. Let M = ρ(AX). The unit map of the adjunction yields a mor-
phism π : ho(X) → M , where ho(X) ∈ Chowo(k,Q) is the birational
motive of X, which induces an isomorphism aQ(π) : AX

∼−→ AM in
AbS(k,Q). By the fullness of aQ, there exists a morphism σ0 : M →
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h0(X) such that aQ(σ0) is the inverse of aQ(π). Write M as a di-
rect summand of the birational motive of a (not necessarily connected)
curve C. Then σ0 is induced by an algebraic correspondence from C
to X with rational coefficients. There is an integer n1 > 0 such that
σ1 = n1σ0 has integral coefficients. Since CH0(CK)→ AC(K) is injec-
tive with cokernel killed by some universal integer n2 (see [57, Lemma
8.2.3]), σ = n2σ1 defines the desired system (σY ). 2

Corollary A.2. a) There is an element ξ ∈ T (Xk(X)) with the follow-
ing property: for any Y ∈ Smproj and any y ∈ T (Xk(Y )), there is a
morphism y∗ : T (Xk(X))→ T (Xk(Y )) such that y∗ξ = ny. Here n is as
in Proposition A.1.
b) Suppose that T (XΩ) = 0, where Ω is a universal domain. Then there
is an integer m > 0 such that mT (Xk(Y )) = 0 for any Y ∈ Smproj(k).

Proof. Viewing y as an element of CH0(Xk(Y )) = Chowo(ho(Y ), ho(X)),
it defines by pull-back a morphism y∗ : CH0(Xk(X)) → CH0(Xk(Y )),
which sends T (Xk(X)) into T (Xk(Y )) by the naturality of aX . Let η ∈
CH0(Xk(X)) be the class of the generic point: note that y∗η = y (view
η as the identity endomorphism of ho(X)). Define ξ = nη−σXak(X)

X (η)
where σX is as in Proposition A.1. Then ξ ∈ T (Xk(X)) and

y∗ξ = ny − σY ak(Y )
X y = ny

by the naturality of aX and σ.
b) The hypothesis implies that ξ is torsion, hence the conclusion

follows from a). 2

Remark A.3. As a converse to b), it follows from a) and Rǒıtman’s
theorem that T (XΩ) = 0 if ξ is torsion. Unfortunately, ξ is not canoni-
cally defined (it depends on the choice of the quasi-section σ of Propo-
sition A.1). It would be interesting to compute the exact exponent of
T (Xk(Y )) when X is a surface with q > 0 verifying Bloch’s conjecture,
as an extension of [55].

Composing (A.3) with restriction to the connected components, we
get a map
(A.5) CHdimX(Y ×X)→ Hom(AlbY ,AlbX)

which is induced by the action of correspondences, hence factors through
numerical equivalence. We have:

Lemma A.4. a) (cf. [57, (8.1.5)]) The restriction map Hom(AY ,AX)
→ Hom(AlbY ,AlbX) sits in an exact sequence

0→ Hom(Aπ0(Y ),AX)→ Hom(AY ,AX)→ Hom(AlbY ,AlbX).
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b) We have a complex

0→
T (Xk(Y ))

T (Xπ0(Y ))

b−→
CH0(Xk(Y ))

CH0(Xπ0(Y ))

a−→ Hom(AlbY ,AlbX)→ 0

which is split exact up to the integer n of Proposition A.1.

The statement of b) means that there are maps r, s such that rb = n
and as = n.

Proof. For a), the exact sequence yields an exact sequence

0→ Hom(Aπ0(X),AY )→ Hom(AX ,AY )→ Hom(AlbX ,AY )

and the latter group is isomorphic to Hom(AlbX ,AlbY ). Then b) fol-
lows by a diagram chase. 2

Assume now that Y is a curve C, that for simplicity we further
suppose geometrically connected. The localisation exact sequences for
the inclusions U ×X ↪→ C ×X, where U runs through the nonempty
open subsets of C, yield in the limit an exact sequence⊕

c∈C(0)

CHd−1(Xk(c))→ CHd(C ×X)→ CHd(Xk(C))→ 0

(where d = dimX), which itself induces an exact sequence⊕
[E:k]<∞

CH1(CE)⊗ CHd−1(XE)→ CHd(C ×X)→ CHd(Xk(C))→ 0

where the first map is given by external products and transfers. To-
gether with Lemma A.4 b), this yields:

Proposition A.5. Suppose that C is a geometrically connected curve,
and let d = dimX. Then we have a complex

0→
T (Xk(C))

T (X)
→ CHd(C ×X)

CHd(X) +
∑

[E:k]<∞

TrE/k
(
CH1(CE) · CHd−1(XE)

)
a′−→ Hom(AlbC ,AlbX)→ 0

which is split exact up to the integer n of Proposition A.1. 2

The proof of the next lemma is routine and omitted.
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Lemma A.6. Write π : X×C → X for the projection. Assume that C
has a rational point c, and write i : X → C ×X for the corresponding
inclusion. Consider the maps

α : CHd(X)⊕ CH1(C)⊗ CHd−1(X)
(π∗,∪)−−−→ CHd(C ×X)

β : CHd(C ×X)

 i∗
π∗


−−−−→ CHd(X)⊕ CHd−1(X).

Then
β ◦ α = diag(1CHd(X), deg⊗1CHd−1(X)).

The same holds a fortiori for coarser adequate equivalence relations.2

Since (A.5) factors through numerical equivalence, so does a′ in
Proposition A.5. We have:

Proposition A.7. The map
Adnum(C ×X)

Adnum(X) +
∑

[E:k]<∞

TrE/k
(
A1

num(CE) · Ad−1
num(XE)

) ā−→ Hom(AlbC ,AlbX)

induced by the map a′ of Proposition A.5 has finite kernel and cokernel;
its cokernel is killed by the integer n of Proposition A.1 and its kernel
is killed by

I(C) = gcd{deg(c) | c ∈ C(0)}
(the index of C).

Proof. We first prove the analogous statement up to isogeny when re-
placing numerical equivalence with homological equivalence relative to
some classical Weil cohomology, and assuming that C has a rational
point c. Then A1

hom(CE) = Z[c] for any E, so that

Adhom(C ×X)

Adhom(X) +
∑

[E:k]<∞

TrE/k
(
A1

hom(CE) · Ad−1
hom(XE)

)
=

Adhom(C ×X)

Adhom(X) + [c] · Ad−1
hom(X)

.

Consider the commutative diagram

Adhom(X)⊕ A1
hom(C)⊗ Ad−1

hom(X)
α−−−→ Adhom(C ×X)

a′−−−→ Hom(AlbC ,AlbX)y y y
H2d(X)⊕H2(C)⊗H2d−2(X)

αH−−−→ H2d(C ×X)
a′H−−−→ Hom(H1(C), H2d−1(X))
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where α is as in Lemma A.6, the vertical maps are cycle class maps
and αH , a

′
H are constructed like α and a′. The lower sequence is

short exact, by the Künneth formula and Poincaré duality. Recall
that nCoker(a′) = 0 and that α has the retraction β. To obtain the
exactness of the top sequence up to isogeny, it suffices to show that
Ker a′ ∩ Ker β is torsion. But so is Ker āH ∩ Ker βH , where βH is de-
fined analogously to β, thus the conclusion follows from the injectivity
of the cycle class map.

We just proved that the map

Adhom(C ×X)

Adhom(X) + [c] · Ad−1
hom(X)

ā−→ Hom(AlbC ,AlbX)

has torsion kernel. A fortiori, so does the corresponding map for nu-
merical equivalence. But Adnum(C × X) is torsion-free, hence its quo-
tient Ad

num(C×X)

Ad
num(X)+[c]·Ad−1

num(X)
by a direct summand is torsion-free too, and

the map ā of Proposition A.7 is injective in this case. The general case
now follows by a transfer argument. 2

Remark A.8. As a byproduct of this proof, we see that the left hand
side of the map in Proposition A.7 coincides up to torsion for homo-
logical and numerical equivalence.

Let CH∗num := Ker(CH∗ → A∗num). Putting Propositions A.5 and
A.7 together, we get:

Corollary A.9. If C is a smooth connected curve having a 0-cycle of
degree 1, the map of Proposition A.5 induces a homomorphism

T (Xk(C))

T (X)
→ CHd

num(C ×X)

CHd
num(X) +

∑
[E:k]<∞

TrE/k
(
Pic0(CE) · CHd−1(XE)⊕ Pic(CE) · CHd−1

num(XE)
)

with kernel and cokernel killed by n. 2

Note that all groups in the denominator of the right hand side, ex-
cept perhaps Pic(CE) · CHd−1

num(XE), are made of cycles algebraically
equivalent to 0; this is also true for the latter when d = 2. Hence

Corollary A.10. For d = 2, the map of Corollary A.9 induces a
homomorphism with cokernel killed by n

T (Xk(C))

T (X)
→ Griff(C ×X). 2
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In case C does not have a 0-cycle of degree 1, one may have to
multiply the map of Proposition A.5 by I(C) to obtain a map like the
one in Corollary A.10.

Corollary A.11. Let d = 2, and let Ω/k be a universal domain. If
T (XΩ) = 0, then nI(C) Griff(C ×X) = 0 for any curve C, where n is
as in Proposition A.1. 2

Proof of Corollary 1. Let T = C × S: by Soulé [85, Th. 4.1] or [50,
Th. 7.5.1], CH2(T ) ⊗Q

∼−→ A2
num(T ); by [50, Cor. 7.5.3], CH2(T ) is

finitely generated. It follows that CH2
num(T ) is finite and that T (Sk(C))

is finitely generated as a subquotient of CH2(T ). Corollary A.9 then
implies that T (Sk(C))/T (S) is finite. But T (S) is finite, for example by
Kato-Saito [58]. This concludes the proof. 2

Appendix B. The Chow-Lefschetz isomorphism for C × S

Theorem B.1. Let C, S be a curve and a surface over k, that we
both assume geometrically connected, and let T = C × S. Let L′ ∈
Pic(C), L′′ ∈ Pic(S) be classes of smooth hyperplane sections, and
L = L′ ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ L′′ ∈ Pic(T ) be the class of the hyperplane section
attached to the corresponding Segre embedding. Then the morphism

h4(T )
·L−→ h2(T )(1)

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Write h2(S) = h′2(S) ⊕ p2(S), where p2(S) = Ker(h2(S)
L′′−→

h0(S)(1) = Coker(h4(S)(−1)
L′−→ h2(S) (primitive part). Then we get

decompositions of h4(T ) and h2(T ) into 4 summands:
h4(T ) = h2(C)⊗ p2(S)⊕ h2(C)⊗ h′2(S)⊕ h1(C)⊗ h3(S)⊕ h0(C)⊗ h4(S)

h2(T ) = h2(C)⊗ h0(S)⊕ h1(C)⊗ h1(S)⊕ h0(C)⊗ p2(S)⊕ h0(C)⊗ h′2(S).

The matrices of L′⊗1 and 1⊗L′′ with respect to these decompositions
are respectively 

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
i′ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




0 i′′1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 i′′2 0
0 0 0 i′′3


where i′ : h2(C) ⊗ p2(S) → h0(C)(1) ⊗ p2(S), i′′1 : h2(C) ⊗ h′2(S) →
h2(C) ⊗ h0(S)(1), i′′2 : h1(C) ⊗ h3(S) → h1(C) ⊗ h1(S)(1) and i′′3 :
h0(C) ⊗ h4(S) → h0(C) ⊗ h′2(S)(1) are the isomorphisms induced by
L′ and L′′. The sum of these two matrices is clearly invertible. 2
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Appendix C. Normality criteria, and monodromy of
variations of mixed Hodge structures

by Yves André7

The aim of this appendix is to review and unravel some exactness cri-
teria for a short sequence of linear algebraic groups, and to apply these
criteria to the monodromy of variations of mixed Hodge structures.

C.1. Normality criteria. Let

(C.1) 1→ H
q→ G

p→ Q→ 1

be a sequence of morphisms of linear algebraic groups (= geometrically
reduced, i.e. smooth, affine group schemes of finite type) over a field
F of any characteristic.

C.1.1. In many concrete situations, one wishes to establish the exact-
ness of (C.1) by tannakian duality, i.e. using properties of the cate-
gories of representations. There are well-known necessary and sufficient
conditions for exactness on the left and on the right due to Saavedra
(see e.g. [32, 2.21]), namely:

P1. p is faithfully flat if and only p∗(RepF Q) is a tannakian sub-
category of RepF G (equivalently: is a full subcategory closed under
taking quotients (or subobjects)),

P2. q is a closed embedding if and only if any object of RepF H is a
subquotient of an object of q∗(RepF G).

Henceforth, we concentrate on exactness in the middle, assuming
that q is a closed embedding and p is faithfully flat.

For any (rational, finite-dimensional) representation V ∈ RepF G,
we denote by V H the F -subspace of H-invariants. For any character
χ : H → GmF , we denote by V χ the F -subspace of V where H acts
through χ. We say that a character χ occurs in a representation of G
is there exists V ∈ RepF G such that V χ 6= 0.

An obvious exactness criterion is

Lemma C.1. (C.1) is exact if and only if the following conditions hold:
H0. In every G-representation V , V H = V ker p,
H1. H is a normal subgroup of G.

7the author of this appendix thanks B. Kahn for the invitation to write it and
for his remarks and suggestions of improvement of the exposition.
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The “only if" part is trivial. For the “if" part, let H̄ denote the
smallest normal closed subgroup of G containing H; then H0 implies
H̄ = Ker p (consider a faithful representation of G/H̄), and H1 is
equivalent to H = H̄.

ConditionH0 alone is not enough to imply exactness8, as the example
Q = 1, G = GL2, H = {upper triangular matrices} shows.

The lemma turns the exactness problem into expressingH1 in represen-
tation-theoretic terms. We shall discuss two such normality criteria.

C.1.2. The first criterion appears in [4, Lemma 1]:

Proposition C.2. H is normal in G if the following condition holds:
H2. For every character χ of H occurring in a representation V of

G, V χ is stable under G.
(The converse is true if G is connected).

This is a consequence of Chevalley’s theorem [70, 4.19]: H is the
stabilizer of a line ` in some representation V of G. This line defines
a character χ. By assumption, V χ is G-stable. Let K be the kernel of
G→ GL(EndF V

χ). Then H ⊂ K. Conversely, K commutes with any
F -endomorphism of V χ, hence acts by scalars on V χ, hence stabilizes
`. Therefore H = K.

(For the converse, the idea is that G × H (g,h) 7→ghg−1

→ H
χ→ Gm de-

fines a morphism from G to the étale-locally constant group scheme
Hom(H,Gm) defined by a Z-module of finite type; such a morphism
factors through a finite quotient, hence is trivial if G is connected.)

C.1.3. The second criterion appears in [36, Th. A1]9:

Proposition C.3. H is normal in G if and only if the following con-
ditions hold:

H3. For every V ∈ RepF G, V H is G-stable.
H4. H is an observable subgroup of G, i.e. every representation of

H is contained in a representation of G.

One aim of this section is to highlight the relevance of the notion
and of the theory of observability in the context of normality criteria10.
Let us mention several useful characterizations of observability (due to

8this is a common source of errors.
9precisely, the special case of loc. cit. for a sequence (C.1) in which Q = G/H̄.
10actually, neither this term nor the theory of observability is mentioned in [36]

(where the fact that a representation of a normal subgroup H /G is contained in a
representation of G is proved directly) - nor in any of the quoted references below
about normality criteria.
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several authors, cf. [40] for a general reference where F is algebraically
closed, and [90, Th. 9] for the reduction to this case):

Proposition C.4. The following are equivalent:
(1) H is observable in G,
(2) every character of H occurs in a representation of G,
(3) H is the isotropy group of some element in a representation of

G,
(4) G/H is quasi-affine.

Examples C.5. (1) A normal subgroup is observable (this follows from
the characterization (4), cf. [70, 5.21]). In particular, H̄ is observable
in G, and H is observable in H̄ is and only if it is observable in G.
(2) If every character of H occurring in a representation of G is of
finite order, then H is observable in G (H is the stabilizer of a line
` in a G-representation V ; this defines a character, which is assumed
to be of finite order n; then H is the stabilizer of `⊗n in V ⊗n (using
the fact that the Segre diagonal map P(V )→ P(V )n → P(V ⊗n) is an
embedding, so that `⊗n determines `), hence is the isotropy subgroup
of any generator of `⊗n, and one concludes by (3)).

Let us come back to the proof Proposition C.3. The “only if" part
follows from Example C.5 (1). Let us turn to the “if" part. Since H̄
is observable (C.5 (2)), for any W,W ′ ∈ RepF H̄, there is an injective
morphism W ′ ↪→ V ′ and dually a surjective morphism V →→ W in
RepF H̄, with V, V ′ ∈ RepF G. For any H-equivariant morphism f :
W → W ′, the corresponding composition g : V → V ′ is a morphism
in RepF H̄ if and only if so is f - and this holds true by H3 applied to
g ∈ Hom(V, V ′)H . This shows that RepF H̄ → RepF H is full.

Let now W be a quotient in RepF H of an object V ∈ RepF H̄. By
H4, W is contained in some V ′ ∈ RepF H̄. Thus W is the image of
V → V ′, which is a morphism in RepF H̄ by fullness. By P1, H ↪→ H̄
is faithfully flat, so that H = H̄.

C.1.4. Combining C.3 and C.5 (2), one obtains the following new
normality criterion:

Proposition C.6. H is normal in G if both H3 and the following
condition hold:

H5. every character of H occurring in a representation of G is of
finite order.

Remark C.7. There are other normality criteria in the literature, for
instance [35, §4] (which is compared to [36, Th. A1] in [66]). See also
[13, §2] and [69] in the context of non-neutral tannakian categories.
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Remark C.8. Propositions C.2, C.3, C.6 extend to arbitrary reduced
affine group schemes over F , since for any object V ∈ RepF G, the
action of G factors through a finite-dimensional quotient.

C.2. Application to variations of mixed Hodge structures.

C.2.1. Let S be a smooth connected complex algebraic variety, with a
base point s. We consider good graded-polarizable variations V of mixed
Q-Hodge structures over San, whose underlying local system is defined
over Z (i.e. there is a lattice in Vs which is stable under π1(S, s)), cf.
[14]. They form a tannakian category VS, with fiber functor ωs : VS →
V ecQ given by the fiber at s. We denote by TS,s the corresponding
tannakian group.

The forgetful ⊗-functor VS → LocS given by the underlying local
system of Q-vector spaces gives rise to a morphism of tannakian groups
ΠS,s → TS,s, and we denote by MS,s (for “monodromy") its image in
TS,s (which is also the Zariski closure of the image of π1(S, s) in TS,s).

On the other hand, constant variations (those for which the local
system is constant) form a tannakian subcategory of VS, which can be
identified via ωs with the category MHS of graded-polarizable mixed
Q-Hodge structures. We denote by MT (for “Mumford-Tate") its tan-
nakian group, and by p : TS,s → MT the natural morphism. By P1, p
is faithfully flat.

C.2.2. The assumption that local systems are defined over Z has the
following useful consequence:

Lemma C.9. Characters χ of MS,s occurring in a representation V of
TS,s are of finite order. More precisely, χ is either trivial or quadratic.

Indeed, V has a lattice stable under π1(S, s), so that V χ inherits a
Z-structure on which π1(S, s) acts through χ. Therefore χ is either
trivial or quadratic since Z× = {±1}. 2

C.2.3. “Good" (a.k.a. “admissible") is a condition on the behaviour
at infinity of the variation11, which ensures that the so-called “theorem
of the fixed part" holds:

11This condition is automatically satisfied in the case of pure Hodge structures,
and is known to hold for variations of geometric origin. For a simple counterex-
ample, inspired by [84], when this condition is not fulfilled, see [4, p.12]. For a
exhaustive discussion, cf. [14].
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Theorem C.10. [84] i) For any V ∈ RepQ TS,s (corresponding to a
variation V ∈ VS), the fixed part W := V MS,s is stable under TS,s (i.e.
is the fiber at s of a subvariation W of V).
ii) Moreover, it is a representation of MT (i.e. W is a constant vari-
ation).

C.2.4. The main result of this appendix is the following (which is a
variation on [4, Th. 1]12 and is mentioned in [5, §1.4]):

Theorem C.11. The sequence of affine group schemes over Q

(C.2) 1→MS,s
q→ TS,s

p→ MT→ 1

is split exact.

Proof. Part ii) of Theorem C.10 shows that Condition H0 of Lemma
C.1 holds. To check H1, we use Proposition C.6 (and Remark C.8):
part i) of Theorem C.10 shows that H3 holds, and Lemma C.9 shows
that H5 holds. We conclude that (C.2) is exact. The ⊗-functor V →
Vs : VS →MHS provides a canonical splitting of (C.2). 2

Remark C.12. Instead of Proposition C.6, one can alternatively use
Proposition C.2 (which avoids the theory of observability) at the cost
of a more delicate argument. Let χ be a character occurring in a
representation V of TS,s (corresponding to an object V ∈ VS). If χ is
trivial, V χ is stable under TS,s by Theorem C.10. Otherwise, by Lemma
C.9, there is a double étale covering S ′ → S which kills χ. Let s′ be
one of the two points of S ′ above s, and let us look at the pull-back
VS′ ∈ VS′ and at its fiber at s′, identifying V = ωs(V) and ωs′(VS′).

One has V MS′,s′ = V MS,s ⊕ V χ as MS,s-representations. By Theorem
C.10, this is the fiber at s′ of a constant subvariation of VS′ , and since
its underlying local system comes from a local system over San, it is
actually of the form WS′ for a subvariation of V (this follows from the
definition of a variation of mixed Hodge structures). Hence V MS,s⊕V χ

is stable under TS,s, and we may substitute it to the original V ; in other
words, we may assume that MS,s acts by Z/2 on V , and denoting by
a subscript ± the ±1-eigenspaces, we have to show that V− is stable
under TS,s.

12[4, Th. 1] deals with the Mumford-Tate group a general fiber Vs instead of
the tannakian group of the variation V, and with the connected monodromy group.
Actually, it can be shown that the Mumford-Tate group of Vs coincides with the
image of T 0

S,s (using [4, Lemma 4], a variation on a result of Deligne in the mixed
case), and that [4, Th. 1] can be interpreted as the normality of M0

S,s in T 0
S,s.
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Since HomZ/2(V+, V−) = HomZ/2(V−, V+) = 0, the TS,s-equivariant
exact sequence

(C.3) 0→ V+ → V → V/V+ → 0

has a unique Z/2-equivariant splitting, and we have to show that this
splitting is TS,s-equivariant. For this, we apply (C.3) to the dual repre-
sentation V ∨, and compare this exact sequence to the (TS,s-equivariant)
dual exact sequence of (C.3) for V : their Z/2-equivariant splittings
both correspond to the decomposition V ∨ = (V ∨)+ ⊕ (V ∨)−. There-
fore the (T -equivariant) morphisms

(V ∨)+ → (V+)∨, (V/V+)∨ → V ∨/(V ∨)+

are bijective and we get the claim for V ∨, hence for V 13.

C.2.5. Let S ′ be a finite Galois étale covering of S, with group Γ, and
s′ a point of S ′ above s.

Then Γ acts as a finite group of (anti)auto-equivalences of LocS′
and of VS′14. The tannakian categories given by looking at objects and
morphisms fixed by Γ are equivalent to LocS and of VS respectively.
In particular, taking sums of conjugates by elements of Γ, one sees by
P2 that ΠS′,s′ → ΠS,s and TS′,s′ → TS,s are closed embeddings. One
has an exact sequence

(C.4) 1→ ΠS′,s′ → ΠS,s → Γ→ 1.

On the other hand, any representation V of Γ admits a Γ-invariant
lattice and, by averaging some scalar product, carries a Γ-invariant
scalar product. This allows one to attach to V an object15 V of VS with
monodromy Γ and whose fibers are trivial Hodge structures; whence a
morphism TS,s

p→ Γ which, by P1, is faithfully flat.

Proposition C.13. The sequence of affine group schemes over Q

(C.5) 1→ TS′,s′
q→ TS,s

p→ Γ→ 1

is exact.

13this is the intrinsic version of the following shorter argument:
if v± is a basis of V± with dual basis v∨±, (v∨+, v

∨
−) is the dual basis of the basis

(v+, v−) of V . By C.10, TS,s acts on V by upper block-triangular matrices T , and on
V ∨ by upper block-triangular matrices tT−1. Therefore the T ’s are block-diagonal.

14and even by (anti)automorphisms, if one replaces LocS′ and VS′ byRepQ ΠS′,s′

and RepQ TS′,s′ respectively.
15which could be called an Artin object in VS . When S′ varies, Artin objects

form a tannakian subcategory of VS equivalent to RepQπ
et
1 (S, s).
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Proof. Let V be an object of VS, with fiber V at s. Then V TS′,s′

corresponds to the maximal constant subobject W′ of VS′ . By the
exact sequence (C.4), the local system underlying W′ comes from a
local system on San, hence is of the form WS′ for a subvariation W
of V – which becomes constant and even trivial after pulling back to
S ′. Such an object belongs to p∗RepQ Γ. This gives H0 and H3 for
the sequence (C.5). H5 follows from Lemma C.9, and one concludes
by Proposition C.6. 2

Combining the compatible exact sequences (C.4) and (C.5) with the
connectedness of MT [4, Lemma 2], one gets:
Corollary C.14. π0(MS,s) = π0(TS,s) = πet1 (S, s). 2

C.2.6. The first part of Lemma C.9 can be generalized as follows
(Deligne [27, 4.2.9b]):
Corollary C.15. The radical of M0

S,s is prounipotent (equivalently:
characters of MS,sC are of finite order).
Proof. (sketch) We start with the extension of C.9 to real coefficients:
Claim: characters χ of (MS,s)R occurring in a representation V of
(TS,s)R are of finite order (hence trivial or quadratic since R×tors =
{±1}).

Let G (resp. H) be the image of TS,sR in GL(V ). Replacing S by a
finite étale covering, we may assume that H is connected, hence also G
(by Corollary C.14). By Theorem C.11, H is normal in G, and by the
converse of part of Proposition C.2, V χ is G-stable, hence is the fiber
at s of a graded-polarizable variation of real mixed Hodge structures;
passing to the maximal exterior power, the polarization forces χ to be
of finite order. This proves the claim.

Let us now prove the corollary. The statement follows from the
analogous statement about finite-dimensional quotients M of M0

S,s:
namely, that the reductive quotient M red (i.e. the quotient by its
unipotent radical) is semisimple. Replacing S by a finite etale cover-
ing, we may assume that M red is a quotient of MS,s. It thus suffices
to show that for any abelian semisimple representation W of MS,s, the
image A ⊂ GL(W ) ofMS,s is finite. SinceMS,s is observable in TS,s, W
extends to a representation V of TS,s. Changing notation, let G (resp.
H) be the image of TS,s (resp. MS,s) in GL(V ). Then A is an abelian
reductive quotient of H. Due to the underlying Z-structure, the image
of π1(S, s) in GL(WR) is discrete, and it suffices to shows that A(R) is
compact - equivalently: every character of AR is of finite order -, which
follows from the claim. 2
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